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Friday will be parfly . · 
sunny, but chilly, wjfh· 
,highs in the midio 
Football finale �·· 
The Panthers battle Southwest . ''·.; 
Missouri in final home game. c::::=:!! • 
Page 16A 
upper 40s. 
Freedom 
East Germany opens 
Berlin Wall, borders 
BERLIN (AP) - East Germany 
opened the Berlin Wall and its other 
borders Thursday, and its cheering 
citizens crossed freely to the West 
for the first time since 1 961 .  
Late Thursday and early 
Friday, exultant East Germans 
coursed through Berlin Wall 
checkpoints and others entered 
West Germany at other border 
crossings. Jubilant people pranced 
and danced atop the Berlin Wall, 
a sight unthinkable only hours 
earlier. 
•Soviets react to East 
German changes. 
Page 11A 
been forbidden territory. 
Hundreds were seen on the 
Friedrichstrasse subway in West 
Berlin, and East Germans also 
were allowed for the first time at 
Checkpoint Charlie, the famed 
Friedrichstrasse crossing run by 
the Allied military. 
Many hugged and kissed 
strangers, while cars packed with 
East Germans and others paraded 
down the streets of West Berlin. 
Retired Eastern instructor Harland Riebe fishes for rainbow trout at the campus pond Thursday. Riebe 
taught at Eastern for 31 years . 
Near Brandenburg Gate, East 
Germans raced through streams 
of police water cannon and were 
pulled up the wall by the young 
Wes t  Germans atop i t .  Some 
Germans used hammers to chip 
away at the barrier for keepsakes 
or in their own small way try to 
destroy the mfamous symbol of 
East-West division. 
About 100 East Berliners at the 
Brandenburg Gate chanted: 
"It's crazy! It's crazy!" shouted 
one young man as he sat in the 
back seat of a car with his parents 
after a brief trip past the once­
impenetrable Berlin Wall. 
His parents said they just 
wanted to see the West - and then 
drive back. They declined to give 
their names. CAA OKs science requirement "Open the gate! Open the gate!" Hundreds of West Berliners took 
advantage of the newly opened 
borders during the carnival-like 
atmosphere to head in the 
opposite direction and catch a 
glimpse of the other side of the 
divided city. 
"We heard it on TV; we just 
decided to go over and have a 
look," said the young man's 
father. "We want to show our son 
a little bit of Kurfuerstendamm." 
than six hours. By STUART TART 
Staff writer 
Eastern 's Council on Academic Affairs approved 
Thursday an amended proposal requiring students to 
complete eight hours of science before graduation. 
"It seems to me that we Jive in a technology­
oriented culture," physics instructor Douglas Davis 
said. "(Society) will become more so, rather than 
less. We need to equip our students for that." The Kurfuerstendamm is one of 
Europe's most elegant shopping 
strips. For decades, East Germans 
locked up behind the now­
crumbling Iron Curtain could 
only dream of seeing it. 
The amendment to the proposal, which raised the 
proposed science requirement from six hours to 
eight, came after several faculty members in 
a ttendance asked for a science requirement of more 
"The problems facing the world in the late 20th 
century are caused by science and technology," 
zoology instructor Kipp Kruse said. "Science and 
technology is going to get us out of these problems." 
"What joy! This is the best 
thing that happened in I 00 
years!" yelled a West Berlin man 
as he crossed into what had once 
• Continued on page 2A 
No. progress reported 
in assault investigation 
By BOB McKEE 
City editor 
No progress has been made in 
the investigation of the Nov. 2 
ho me i nvasion and second 
assault of an Eastern woman, 
Charleston Police Chief Herb 
Steidinger said. 
University Police Chief Tom 
Larson said, "We (University 
Police) are working in connection 
with the Charleston Police on this 
investigation. No further inform­
ation can be released at this time." 
Few details have been released 
by either police departments 
regarding the incident. 
The off-campus incident marked 
the second time in which the same 
woman was assaulted and the third 
assault of an Eastern woman since 
the beginning of October. 
An anonymous source who 
phoned The Daily Eastern News 
stated the victim returned to her 
off-campus residence at 11 a.m. 
to change clothes, intending to 
stay only a minute. After this, a 
man allegedly entered her resi­
dence and struck her, knocking 
her unconscious. 
The victim called the operator 
and was able to say she had been 
attacked before passing out again, 
the source said. The operator had 
the call traced, and an ambulance 
was sent to the residence. 
Steidinger said the victim was 
treated and released from the Sarah 
Bush Lincoln Health Center. 
In the first assault, the woman 
received cuts to the face by a man 
wielding a knife. This incident, an 
attempted robbery, occurred on 
Oct. 1 8  about 9:30 p.m. between 
the Life Science Building and the 
H.F. Thut Greenhouse. 
The attacker, described by the 
victim as a black man in his 20s, 
between 5-9 and 5 - 1 1  with a 
medium build. 
Several campus groups, includ­
ing some residence halls, the 
Building Service Workers and a 
few greek organizations have 
offered rewards for infonnation on 
the assaults. 
. R�c center puts l;astern in tune 
However, Eastern ·s student 
fee increase, estimated at $54, 
will not go into effect until the 
facility is completed. 
··-�>- .. i 
"The center is needed by our 
addition to its rec. center this students,'' Eastem President Stan 
month. · Rives said. lie s.aid he is 
The center opened Monday but. delighted the referendum to 
The passage of Wednesday's will celebrate its gtand opening . . build the center passed, but 
rec center referendum appears to Friday after about· 10 months Qf added he wished more students 'Qe a call f ot competitlve�ss. · . construetion. said �lyn Branch, . would have voted. 
... : uf1.iversity, .marches in· sync 
·w ith state scho.ol facilities 
.:t: 
··i; By KIM MIKUS . 
Senior reporte:r ... 
. . The estimated $6 million� ' t>usiness manager at Southern's Of10;247 students enrolled at 
... 70.000 square�foot additfon' to sports ceriten·; . . ... .Eastern, . 1 ,546 voted, or 15 . · Lantz Oym iS expected to attract' .· "lt's · qui�e ·an 'impressive· percent Of ·the students who quality students to Eastettd1r:i1s .·facility," Branch :said, adding the · voted, 790 .voted yes on the 
effort to compete with other state . facility includes .a six�lane track, . referendum and 756 voted no. 
· schools, . said Dan Riordan, . three-lane suspend.ea track, physj2' ·This fall's. election turnout Eastem's aoard of O.overnor.s · Cal fitness and.aerobfo .roomr six · '·reflects about a 50 percent representative. · · ·· · racquetball courts, .two squash .. · ir,()rea:Se from lasHall's elections 
''We" ate competing with . . courts and an an.purpose court · . . . where 1,028 students voted. 
Southern, lllinois State and the �· ·��I wish more students were 
University of llllnciis, and they Soutl:tern students voted to involved," Rives said, but added 
all have fully equipped rec· . build their center, which was that if students were concerned, 
reation centers," .Riordan said. financed by selling bonds and ''they'd come out and vote." 
He added having the facility will raising student activity fees - He compared Eastern's turn­
help Eastern when students are similar to Eastem's funding plan, out to Tuesday's mayoral elec­
choosing a university. In 1987, Southern, a school tion in New York and the guber-
Southem Illinois University- witl1 25,000 students, increased natorial election in Virginia, 
Carbondale completed a $6.2 student fees by $5 per semester which also were close races. 
million, 63 ,000 square-foot and $10 in 1988, Branch said. ., Continued on page 2A 
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FROM PAGE ONE 
CAA OKs requirement 
•Continuedji·om page 1 
CAA member David Bucha­
nan said, "we do iive in a 
science-based society. We are 
playing catch-up because the 
scientific literacy of our students 
is not very good." 
T11e council passed the 
pr<'posal 7-2 with t wo ab­
stentions despite protests from 
some CAA members that the 
council was treating science 
differently than it treated other 
departments with s'imilar 
requests. 
··we can do foreign language 
Rec Center 
.,Continued from page 1 
"That's the way things are 
happening now," he said. Student 
Body President Patty Kennedy 
shared Rives' sen-timents. 
Kennedy said Rives will next 
addre�s the BOG, requesting 
approval of both building the rec 
center and purchasing Regency 
Apartments through bond sales. 
Kennedy expects the Illinois 
Board of Higher Education to 
then approve the proposal. 
The administration will 
continue working with Bob 
Gruber, the architect who 
designed the addition to Lantz 
Gym ,  to begin the bi'dding 
process for the facility's 
construction, Kennedy said. 
But before construction 
begins , "literal plans" will be 
made during the middle of next 
semester. "We want a lot of 
student input," Kennedy said. 
On Thursday, many students 
on campus said they thought the 
rec center was a good idea, but 
are not showing a great deal of 
concern because they won't be 
attending Eastern on the expected 
completion date in 199 1 .  
Riordan s a i d  h e  disagrees 
with this thought because 
"Eastern is our (the students) 
university now and for many 
years to come." 
But freshman pre-engineering 
major Mark Cavenaile said "I 
in six hours; we can do cultural 
experiences in six, but we 
apparently can't do scientific 
awareness in six," CAA member 
Ronald Gholson said. 
··1 think this is the most 
hypocritical thing we've done," 
member Kathlene Shank added. 
The proposal, as passed, will 
require students to take a total of 
eight semester hours in science: 
one course in biological science 
and one in physical science with 
the stipulation that one of these 
courses must be a laboratory 
course. 
think they definitely need a new 
rec center, but it doesn't matter 
since I won't be here when it's 
done." 
"I think the $6 million to be 
spent on the center could be 
used for other things," said 
Elizabeth Cardenas, freshman 
music education major. 
Rives said this was a common 
attitude which concerned him. 
"There is no way this money 
could be used for a new library 
or for extra money for the 
facul t y  and teachers," he 
explained since bond sales and 
student activity fees cannot be 
earmarked for those purposes. 
He said the use for more 
recreational space was also 
"strongly endorsed in the Study of 
Undergraduate Education," a 76-
page committee report proposing 
ways to improve the quality of 
undergraduates' experiences. 
The report said the "lack of 
sufficient recreational space" is 
a growing concern. "At Eastern, 
· the physical education pro­
grams, as well as recreational 
sports , athletics and faculty 
fitness/exercise programs are all 
suffering from inadequate or 
unavailable facilities ,"  the 
report states. 
The study s uggested new 
buildings should be built on 
campus to accommodate the 
problem. 
Edwards & Bullwinkel 
UNIV. 
UNIV., a twice-weekly column that focuses on people , 
places and events at Eastern will not appear today .. 
However, Edwards and Bullwinkle will return Monday as 
regularly scheduled to give you all the latest Eastern tidbits. 
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AIDS Awareness Week focus 
may clear up misconceptions 
By STEPHANIE CARNES 
Activities editor 
AIDS Awareness Week begins 
Monday, and many events are 
planned. 
The AIDS Awareness Week 
Planning Committee is spon­
soring a week's worth of 
programs centered around the 
theme, "It's a Gamble." 
"You wouldn't believe the 
number of misconceptions about 
how AIDS i s  acquired," said 
Sandy Gallion, coordinator of 
AIDS, Alcohol and Drug s  
information o n  Eastern's campus. 
"The purpose of AIDS 
Awareness Week is to get 
education out to students and staff 
concerning AIDS," Gallion said. 
According to an AIDS hotline, 
there are 3,26 1 reported cases of 
AIDS (acquired immune 
deficiency syndrome) in Illinois 
alone. -
Throughout the week, inform­
ation t ables will be set up in 
different buildings around 
campus. 
The programs will officially 
RAPE! ROBBERY! ASSAULT! 
DON'T BE.NEXT! 
Protect yourself and 
your family with 
America's hottest selling 
non-lethal personal 
protection devices. 
More effective than 
mace. For a free catolog 
and order form write to: 
Assault- Gard 
Protective Devices 
P.O. Box 707 
Charleston, IL 61920 
Or Inspect our complete 
product line at: 
The Pawn Shop 
518 6th St. 
(on the Square) 
Charleston, IL 61920 
348-1011 
kick off at 10 a.m. with an open 
forum in the Rathskeller of the 
Martin Luther King Jr. University 
Union. 
"The forum is supposed to 
eliminate the fear of AIDS so 
people will know the facts," said 
Janet Aubuchon, member of the 
AIDS Awareness committee. 
On Wednesday, there will be 
two presentations. At l 0 a.m. 
University Police officer Mike 
Ealy will present a drug display in 
the Union lobby. 
"Officer Ealy will display 
actual drugs (to show what drugs 
are dangerous and why)," Gallion 
said. 
A presentation concerning 
AIDS in the workplace entitled, 
"One of Our Own," also will be 
given at 1 0  a.m. Wednesday in the 
Union addition Arcola/Tuscola 
Room. 
After Jim Irwin, a training and 
development specialist in the 
human resources depart ment, 
presents a film, Cathie Reynolds, 
a Coles County Public Health 
nurse, will answer questions from 
the audience. 
"The film is basically about the 
question of what if someone in 
your workplace contracted AIDS 
and how you would confront the 
issue," Irwin said "It is targeted to 
the students,  the staff and 
faculty." 
From noon to 3 p.m. Thursday, 
a teleconference about AIDS in 
the college community, "From 
Crisis to Management," will be 
held in Buzzard Auditorium. 
"It will be a live interactive 
conference," said Patty Sheptoski, 
who is in charge of conducting 
the teleconference. "There will be 
·two panels, one consisting of six 
people not from Eastern, such as 
people in the medical field, the 
legal field and housing. The other 
one will be an Eastern panel who 
will answer questions from the 
audience." 
The teleconference will focus 
on three areas concerning AIDS: 
issues yet to be faced, on-campus 
case stu dies and multiple 
solutions for ethical questions and 
policy decisions facing college 
administrators. 
Pagliai's Pizza 
Dine-in and Delivery 
r----------,r--------7-, 
1 Small Pizza & 11 Sunda� Special 1 I 11 Free Thick Crust I : Quart of Coke : : on Any Size Pizia : 
I $5 00 11 Double Cheese Included I I • plus tax I I $1.00 savings on small I 
r I 1 item thin crust 11 $1.50 savings on medium I 
I (expires 11 /21 /89) 11 $2.00 savings on large I 
I 11 (expires 11 /21 /89) I 
L----------�L----------� 
�LargePTzza-&1 r--weCfnesciay--1 
•Quart of Coke 1 1 Spaghetti Special 1 I I I I 
I 1 item thin crust I I I 
I $7 1 0 I •$1.99 Full Order I I . plus tax I I I 
I I I I 
I (expi res 11 /21 /89) I I 4 'ti/ 1 O p.m. I 
I I I (expires 11/21/89) I 
L----------�L----------� 
• OPEN DAILY 4 pm - 1 am/2 am on weekends 1600 Lincoln 345-3400 *not valid with any other offer* 
ENJOY THE ''TCBY.'' WAFFLE CONE. 
WHERE CREAMY MEETS CRUNCHY. 
' © 1!168TCBYS,U-.lnc •. 
r-� Say goodbye to ice cream with a delicious .. TCSY.'• Waffle Cone 
f �-.. · ·- .. ·- .. . � · · filled with .. TCSY:· frozen yogurt. Our delicious waffle 
· · -�;�� cones
.
now come in many Oavors, incl�ding �hocolate · and cinnamon. Most of all, they are filled with the 
.. TCSY.'• frozen yogurt that gives you the great taste of 
premium ice cream with only about half the calories. Add 
your favorite topping and you have a 96% fat•free treat. 
... ·. 
,.,,;. ATIENTION, Elli STUDENTS! 
����' Treat your parents to a TCBY Waffle cone 
and get the second one free during Parents 
Weekend at EIU (please present your 
student ID when ordering) 
Drive- up Window Available 
This offer good at Charleston TCBY store only. 
.- Ex=pires Nov. 13, 1989 
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arents Weekend offers variety of events 
By STEPHANIE CARNES 
Activities editor 
Eastern ' s  1 9 8 9  edition of 
Pa re nts Weekend will  not only 
feature country music star Crystal 
Gayle, but will also provide a host 
of other activities for parents and 
stude nts to enjoy. 
Parents Weekend is an annual 
event sponsored by the University 
Board , Univ ersity Union and 
Parents Club to provide entertain­
ment for students and their par­
ents alike. 
"It (Parents Weekend) began 
back in the .1 950s but it kind of 
died out," said Vice President for 
Stude nt Affairs Glenn Williams, 
who began the whole idea. "Then 
Cl i n ic may soon 
ece ive pat ient 
load i ng zone 
By MINDY RAPPE 
Staff writer 
If everything proceeds as 
plan ned, the Speech, Language 
and Hearing Clinic , a part of  
Eas tern 's Health Service,  could 
have a new patient loading zone 
in the near future. 
Li nda Huddlestun, an employee 
at the clini c ,  said the cli nic ' s  
employees requested a loading 
zone be designated across from 
B uzzard Bui  !ding on Hayes 
Avenue to provide access to the 
south entrance of the clinic. 
"With park i ng being such a 
problem in the area, it would be 
so much easier if patients could 
be d ropped off, and then their 
drivers could go park. 
"This would be especially help­
ful for handicapped , or stroke 
patients," Huddlestun said. 
The request called for 30 feet 
of w hat is currently public park­
ing to be zoned for the sole pur­
pos e of loading and unloading 
in 1 963 the Parent 's Club start­
ed , "  and Parents Weekend 
became an annual event. 
"In 1 97 3  Eastern had a real 
drop in enrollment. In 1 972  our 
enrollment was 8 ,760 and the fol­
lowing year it went down to  
8 ,035 ," Williams said. 
"So we insti tuted a parent 's  
scholarship program which 
brought the enrollment back up 
again." The scholarship was fund­
ed by students' parents to pay for 
Parents Club dues. 
"The scholarsh i p  for the 
Parents Club was then used to 
· recruit people and to publicize the 
university," Williams said. 
Parents Weekend has been a 
successful event ever sirice. Guest 
lectures were added to the pro­
gram in 1 962.  Throughout the 
years Eastern has hosted such lec­
turers as columnist Drew Pearson 
a nd anthropologist  Margaret 
Mead. 
In 1 969,  concerts were added 
to the weekend 's entertainment 
schedule. Such entertainers as Bill 
Cosby, Bob Hope, Red Skelton 
and more recently, Chuck Berry 
have performed for Eastern stu­
dents and their parents. 
To k i c k  off this Parents 
Weekend entertainment on Friday 
night, the Parents Club will spon­
sor a reception from 9 to 1 1  p.m. 
Saturday will begin with coffee 
hour at 1 0  a.m. in the Marti n  
Luther King Jr. University Union 
patie nts. � 
A t  i t s  Tuesday meeting , 
Charleston's city council placed 
the zoning ordinance request on 
fi le for public inspection. The 
ordinance could then be passed at 
the next council meeting on Nov. 
2 1 ,  barring any opposition. 
Council member Roger Rives 
said he thinks the loading zone is 
a "fine idea." · 
CARL WALK/Staff photographer 
Last chance 
Senior Todd Wyatt drops off his pre-enrollment materials i.n McAfee 
Gym Thursday, which was the last day for students to pre-enroll for 
spring semester classes. 
Library organ izes arch ival  records 
By DENISE EASLEY. 
Staff writer 
Eastern 's Booth L i brary ·  i s  
moving into the archival records 
business. 
Recognition of the University 
Arc hives repre sents a major 
hrus t toward preserv i ng the 
hoo l ' s  heritage, Li brary Ser-
'ces Dean Wilson Luquire said. 
In July, Eastern hired a full­
e archivist, Bob Hillman, as a 
rma nent member of library 
Hillman said he has been 
pendi ng the last few months 
ea din g ,  planning,  arranging 
ormation and setting up proce-
ure.s for the functioning of the 
hives. 
Although rec ords i n  ·the 
niversity Archives are available 
to the u niversity community for 
research and reference, Hillman 
said he doesn ' t  beli eve the 
�cords are organized enough to 
provide the public with the best 
rvice. 
"You can ' t  expect to service 
e public if y ou ' re not org a-
nized," Hillman said, adding he 
antic ipates hav ing the archives 
organized by mid-January. 
And though the Univ ersity 
Archives have only recently been 
formally established , Hi llman 
said the library has been a deposi­
tory of information since 1 970 on 
a voluntary basis, meaning there 
is much information to organize 
and catalog. 
With the help of two former 
Eastern staff members, Norma 
Winkleblack and Mary McElwee 
Adams, Hillman has been sorting, 
identi f y i ng and reorgani z ing 
archival records. 
Hillman said Winkleblack and 
M c Elwee Adams hav e been 
invaluable in obtaining informa­
tion which has helped better orga­
nize the archives. 
Once organized, Hillman said 
the archives will consist  of a 
hi story of information for each 
department on Eastern 's cam­
pus. 
But Hillman said the main prin­
ciple to an archivist is "prove­
nance," which is basically orga­
nizing material according to its 
office of origin - a reason why 
Winkleback and McElwee Adams 
have been helpful. 
Not only will the archives con­
tain ' h i story of the university,  
H illman said , but the archives 
will be the depository of County 
Court Records for many of the 
surrounding counties. 
T hese counties consist of an 
area south of Douglas county, east 
of Shelby county and north of 
Wayne county. 
Hillman, a native of Illinois ,  
spent two years as a business 
archivist in Salt Lake City, Utah. 
He holds a BA degree in English 
literature and religion, a master 's 
degree in ·Cultural research and a 
master 's in library information 
and science. 
Hillman accepted the position 
as Eastern 's archivist  on t h e  
assumption that h e  will b e  here 
for a while, adding he 's looking 
forward to Eastern ' s year-long 
c entennial celebration in 1 994 
and 1 995 , for which he is plan­
ning a public display of Eastem 's 
history. 
Book s tore Lounge. I t  will be a 
free continental breakfast spon­
sored by the Parents Club and the 
University Board. 
A deli box lunch including a 
roast beef sandwich, potato chips, 
fresh fruit, cookies and beverage 
will be offered by the University 
Union food service for parents 
and students to enj oy anytime 
during the day Saturday. 
The football game at 1 : 30 p.m. 
will pi t  Eastern against the 
Gateway Conference champion 
Southwest Missouri State Bears at 
O ' Brien Stadium. 
A Candlelight Dinner Buffet 
will be served from 4:30 to 7 p.m. 
in the University Union. It will 
c onsist  of t urkey,  beef ,  ham, 
green beans, vegetables, whipped 
potatoes, gravy, rice, rolls, salad-> . 
beverages and dessert. 
The highlight of the weekend 
will be the Crystal Gayle concert 
at 8 p.m. in Lantz Gym, with an 
opening act by ventriloquist Jim 
Barber (and Saville). Gayle will 
feature many of her top hits like 
"Nobody 's Angel" and "Don't  It 
Make My Brown Eyes Blue." 
A Parents Club brunch will end 
the weekend of activities. It will 
be served from 1 0 : 3 0  a.m. to l 
p.m. on Sunday in the University 
Union and w i l l  inc lude eggs , 
sausage, doughnuts, fruit ,  fried 
chicken,  lasagna , biscuits and 
gravy, hash brown potatoes, juice 
and coffee. 
Personal ity cou nts 
Males say l ooks aren 't everyth i ng 
d u ri ng Lawso n d i scussio n  pane l  
By KELLY SEIFERT 
Staff writer 
Women were assured by a male 
discussion panel Thursday night 
in Lawson Hall that looks aren't  
everything and personality 
counts. 
The panel consisted of .Kevin 
Wesolowski,  senior psychology 
major; Lawrence Tucker, graduate 
student and Carman Hall coun­
selor; Matt "Choo" Tyler, senior 
Thomas Hall resident assistant; 
Dennis Morrison, senior East Hall 
resident a ss i s tant and Chri s  
Sheptoski , Thomas Hall coun-
selor. 
. 
. , , ·  , . . . .  , 
Questions written by over 5 0  
fem a l e s  i n  at tend an c e  were 
picked randomly by the activity 
organizers, Michelle Martin and 
Lori  H i g g i n s ,  both r e s i d e n t 
assistants for Lawson Hall. Each 
male was then given the oppor­
tunity to answer the question. 
Questions ranged from "What 
is your definition of c ommi t­
ment?" to "W hy do most men 
feel the need to bring reading 
material with them to the bath­
room?" 
W hen the panel was asked if 
they looked at personality  or 
looks when first deciding to date 
a girl, all of the males agreed that 
personality was first. 
"Looks are nice, but not the 
most important thing," Sheptoski 
said. 
W hen the males were asked 
how they would ask a girl to 
marry him, Morrison said that he 
would take her to a Ch i nese 
restaurant and have them place 
the ring in a fortune cookie. 
Tucker responded to the same 
question by saying he would lead 
the girl up to the proposai, give 
her an empty box as a practical 
joke, �t then· give Iler ttie 'ting:' 
Martin said she thought the pro­
gram went fe�lfy \veil: � ' • ' ., I 1 " 
"I think men and women have 
more questions and many of the 
stereotypes women have need to 
be answered, and this program 
was a good w�, ' to answer those 
questions." 
Tucker said he enjoyed being a 
participant on the panel. "I like 
being open with people and this 
was a good opportunity to clear 
people up on misconceptions they 
may have." 
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art studio is ne'arly'. t�ady for 1927-36. 
' 
· ·.· ' 
occupation. �· . . . '. . " _ , ,:ArJSD�part¢entChajr James Physical Plant .worker:; · �nd , J-Onnson said-. the Studio coutains, art deparfinent personn�t 'are ' l8 f9bms in which graduate stu­
confident the studiq wilf be den.is and facultymembers can 
c()mpleted by Than�sgiving, be assigned to work. 
Physica l  Plant Director Vic �'The atLdepartfuent will start 
Robeson said. . . •.• · • . mqving people ill on Nov. 20.'' ' ·�construction is gojngjust ( • J9pnson sajd, �clding he fee.ls fine," Robeson .said. "The rµain • tl¢e studio JS. a_ �-OOd (iddit;iog fo item� are ¢omplete and we. just .Eastern. > i · · · · · , . 
have fo clean up now." ? ''Ptevio�fy, art students who The Bud Ives Art Studio Hall . needed to fyo£k. on projects that 
on Ninth Street wiU provi�e stu- :required studio space were at a 
dio space for graduate students foss/.: Johnson said. '·Now they 
and faculty members who desire <:an have access to studio space 
an area to work on sculptures, 24 : ; t•urs a day." · 
Correction 
There was an error in a 
Charleston City Council story in 
Wednesday 's edition of The Daily 
Eastern News. 
The story should have stated 
that Giles Hen'1erson confronted 
the council with con��IJl.S r�g�rd� . 
ing processed water and runoff 
being dumped into the Embarras 
River by Recontek, a chemical 
waste pl ant being bu ilt in 
Newman. 
The News regrets the error. 
' 
o!�; Eastern News 
. OPINION 
page 
Editorials represent the opinion 
of the editorial board . Columns 
are the opinion of the author. 
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Rec center vote 
is positive but . . .  
By the hai r o f  its  ch i n ny-ch i n-ch i n ,  a 
referendum to build a student recreation center 
was approved Wednesday. 
The 70,000-square-foot facility will prove not 
only to be a convenient fitness and social outlet 
for students, but a remarkable marketing tool to 
attract students to attend Eastern and to keep 
the ones that are already here. 
It was a matter of taking advantage of the 
opportunity at hand. 
However, when we endorsed the refer-ndum, 
we noted we had reser-vations about i t  -
concerns that stil l  need to 
Editorial be add-ressed. Now that it 
has passed , we h o p e  
Eastern's administration and the Student Senate · 
don't neglect those concerns. 
The facility will occupy some 20 parking spots 
in· tt:ie north parking lot of Lantz - how will those 
spaces be compensated for? Construction of the 
facil ity, toppled with the construction of �he 
Coleman Hall annex,will create some genuine 
traffic woes. 
Furthermore, we cannot neglect strength­
ening our academic curriculum on campus. We 
real ize student fee money cannot support 
academic programs, we hope that Eastern does 
not lose focus what is supposed to happen 
inside the dassroom as well as outside of it. 
Apathy strikes 
Eastern again 
On a more disturbing note, only about one 
out of every seven students actually voted in 
Tuesday's election - just 1 5  percent of the 
student body. 
It seems as though y.je preach this from a 
mountaintop at once a year, but frankly, Eastern�s 
student body is grossly apathetic. . 
just 1 , 546 students voted on a rec center 
referendum that in the next 
Editorial 1 o years , wi l l  effect 
------ 1 00,000 students. 
Apathy unfortunately, has a tendency to linger 
on campus. 
Last fall, just 1 0  percent of the student body 
voted in the fall elections. Although this fall 's  
turnounout is an improvement, it  still indicative 
of an apathetic student body. 
Most of us don't realize how fortunate we 
really are to have the freedom to choose our 
representatives and vote on monumental 
changes that will occur on campus. 
And i f  the remain i ng 85 percent of the 
student body is  either d issatisfied with the 
representatives in Student Senate or the passage 
of the rec center referendum, we can only say 
this: 
· 
You had your chance. 
Success overrides the learnin·g process 
"Collegians i nadequately pre­
pared , professors say" read the 
headline in Monday's edition of 
the Chicago Tribune. · 
These surveys and reports show the U.S. has to incr 
its efforts to reform the education system in this country . 
The artide which followed went 
on to describe how college and 
university professors around the 
United States feel  under-grad­
uate s '  p e r fo r mance has gone 
downhill significantly. 
There already has been a call to go back to the basics 
and stress the three R's: reading, writing and arithmetic. 
Some universities, l i ke Eastern,  have done extensive 
studies of their curriculums, addressing their strengths and 
weaknesses. 
The article quoted a report by 
the Carnegie Foundation for the Mike 
Advancement of Teaching that Fitzgerald 
B u t ,  w h i l e  eve rybody i s  chang i ng curr icu l u ms, 
admission standards, etc. why don't these reformers try to 
change the emphasis this country places on attaining 
success, which is mostly measured in how much wealth 
you accumulate. 
said "the nation's public schools, 
despite six years of reform efforts, 
are still producing inadequately prepared students."  
College professors have a right to be upset with college 1 
students who just do enough to get by in dass. I think a 
majority of people attend college to get a good job when 
they graduate 
The report added most students are "not well-prepared 
in basics, forcing lowered standards in higher education 
and making col l eges spend more time and money 
teaching students what they should have learned in high 
school. "  
Who can blame them? 
If this society's priorities were "learning for learning's 
sal<e," then we would do better on geography tests, we 
would write better essays and reports, we would do better 
in science and math as a whole. 
The report also went on to say students were more 
concerned about getting a "credential" that will get them a 
job, instead of learning for learning's sake. 
If that wasn't  bad enough, an article in Thursday's 
Chicago Tribune shows how bad Americans, particularly 
those between the ages of 1 8  and 24, are in geography. 
Accord i ng to a su rvey released by the National 
Geographic Society, Americans finished sixth out of 1 0  
nations. The group of Americans performing the worst was 
the 1 8  to 24 years olds, who scored a 6.9 out of a possible 
1 6. The survey asked people to identify 1 6  locations: the 
United States,  Soviet Union, Central America, japan , 
Canada, France, Persian Gulf, Mexico ,  Italy, Sweden, 
United Kingdom , South Africa, West Germany, Pacific 
Ocean and Egypt and Vietnam. 
But society is focused on the almighty dollar and doing 
what it takes to earn a lot more dol lars over a l ifetime. 
Most colleges and universities have become factories -
taking students, putting them through a process called 
"learning" and shipping them out into the world to earn 
their keep. Society has created a problem and now college 
students are paying the price for it. 
If professors want students who think, instearl of robots 
who just go through the motions, then they, as well as we, 
have to work to change society so that the importance of 
learning - not money - is number one in this country. 
- Mike Fitzgerald is a senior reporter and a regular 
columnist for The Daily Eastern News. 
Your turn 
Editor's note: The Daily Eastern 
News was innundated with letters 
to the editor concerni11g the merits 
of the recreation center 
referendum, which was approved 
by a 790-756 vote Wednesday. 
The f.ollowlng letters are just a rew 
of the many that, because of space 
limitations, were never printed 
before the rererendum passed. 
Rec center vote 
is a hurried one 
idea is the fact that the parking lot 
will be knocked qut,  causing more 
parking or money conflicts. 
Allowing approximately two 
weeks to inform students of this 
referendum is ridiculous. Even 
though The Daily Eastern News 
supplies students with various 
articles concerning this topic, 
Eastern contains about t 0,000 
students and not everyone is 
informed about such a project. 
If a student was to vote· "Yes" on 
Wednesday's ballot, not knowing 
that It may result in an increased 
Dear editor: tuition fees, they may want to 
In response to the Oct. 25 article . · · · reconsider that decision. 
concerning the rec center making Using flyers and posters around 
Wednesday's ballot, I feel that campus is a good idea; however, 
information has not been given out the time slot permitted to do this is 
soon enough for students to know smal l . 
what they are actually voting for. Therefore, I believe the addition 
Whether or not the recreational of the rec center snould be placed 
center is added to Lantz or on a Nov. 29 ballot. 
McAfee, it is needed on campus. 
Students wil l  have a better chance 
of getting a court to play basketball 
or using various Natui lus 
equipment in the new weight 
room . 
Also, space is needed for 
aerobics because sometimes 
classes are too crowded. The only 
aspect making the rec center a bad 
Mary Hagaman 
Rec center a 
plus for Eastern 
Dear editor: 
As a student here at Eastern, I 
feel that I should respond to the 
idea of building a rec center on 
campus. 
After looking at a brochure 
giving facts about the rec center, I 
feel that it is a great idea. Students 
need something extra. The facilities 
at Lantz gym are fine, but I think 
that a rec center would give more 
students the opportunity to get 
physically active without having to 
always wait for open courts, etc. As 
it stands now, it is hard to do what 
you would l ike to at Lantz gym. 1 
can recall several times when 1 
have walked over to Lantz to play 
recquetball and was not able to get 
a court at the time I wanted it. 
The rec center would give 
students something to do when 
they had some free time besides 
sitting in their rooms and eating. 
Also, more students could be 
served with a rec center. I have 
visited Southern I l l inois University's 
rec center and was very impresses 
with it. Students I have talked to at 
SIU have had a lot of good things 
to say about it. 
I don't  think a rec center could 
hurt the school or the students at 
al l .  I feel it is a much needed 
change for Eastern. 
'· . 
Kathy Rosenbrock 
- - I 
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, .  
released by the U.S. government 
In a recent I O-country Gallup 
rvey, Americans between 1 8  
d 24 years old fared worse at 
eography q uesti ons than 
ericans aged 55 and older. 
Eastern geography professor 
ince Gutowski said this is a 
suit of elementa ry and sec­
ndary schools having grouped 
eography with other sciences 
to one social studies class. The 
oss of a true geography class 
e su l ts  in overall ignorance 
roughout the population ,  
towski said. 
Howard Botts , cha ir of the 
department of geography at the 
Un iversity of Wiscons i n ,  
Whitewater, will center his pre­
sentation on the "Spatial Impacts 
of Pens i on Fund Stock 
Investments."  Botts' presentation 
originated from his studies done 
on investments made by the 
University of Wisconsin-White­
water in Texas and other sunbelt 
states. The presentation will take 
place Wednesday at 7 p . m .  in 
room 332. 
A walking tour of Charleston's 
Square area is  another event 
But Eastern is doing its part to 
ease the level of geographic 
orance at least on campus by 
iting three experts in the field 
speak here as part of National 
eography Awareness  Week,  
onday through Friday. 
TERRI McMILLAN/Photo editor 
Gamma Theta Upsilon, a geography honor society at Eastern, painted an American map on a sidewalk at 
Charleston's Mark Twain Elementary school recently. It was painted to battle geographical ignorance. 
, sponsored by the geology/geogra­
phy department as part of the 
awareness  week . Profe s sor 
Douglas Meyer will host the tour, 
entit led "Evolution of the 
Charleston Main Street Square." 
Kerry Dean, meteorologis t  
the Channel 2 news in  Terre 
Haute, will make a presentation the Science Building. Ethnicity and Social Class in the 
on physical geography entitled Brady Faust, former chair of the Vietnam War" at 7 p.m. Tuesday in 
"Weather Forecasting Technique geography department at the room 332 of the Science Building. 
and the Role of the Weatherman University of Wisconsin in Eau The study will focus on the over­
in Covering Natural Disasters" at Claire, will present a study on the representation of minorities in that 
7 p.m. Monday in room 332 of Vietnam war entitled "Age ,  war as based o n  files recently 
Gamma Theta Upsilon, a geog­
raphy honor society on campus, is 
a l so  taking part in the battle 
against ignorance. 
NeR's• • · · · ··o·usi ·•ness· m··a.riag ·�·r······················· 
earns nat ional recog n it io ·n 
' Boss of the Year ' se lected 
By SUSAN THOMAS 
Staff writer 
award Nov. 19 at the group's fall 
convention in New Orleans. 
Robinson recently set up a 
Glenn R o b i n s o n  i s  doing n e w  computer s y s tem for 
exactly what he likes to do. Student Publications bringing 
And that has earned him the latest in technology to the· 
recognition throughout four-year newsroom of The Daily Eastern 
universities across the United News. 
States. "The system has given stu-
Robinson is more thal) justtbe dents hands-on experience on 
business manager for Eastern�s equipment that professionaJs are 200-employee student publica- using, .thus making th,� students 
lions. He's been called a mentor, more valuable commodities in · 
a motivator and even a charac- the jobfqrce.'! o.ne of his col­
ter, at times, by the students he leagues in.voJVed witb th.e prga'-
works with, nization noted. < .). . . ·. . . . 
Buthe re\!ently earned a new J;T�e t:>.iggest ... pa[� pf t�t; 
title as the Distinguished J;;��teri] ¢xpeqqlqe !� ��� m� �< usiness Adviser for four-year yery ilJt§f�s�lqja{ gp¢.fati9ri!W· 
universities in 1 989. said �$binsoir, Svhd has beeriI 
Robinspn was nominated by with Eastem fqi f-Oor y�1gS. '.} . . .  
bis �olleagues for the awaj'd, Students are .ttainedin vanous · ·· 
which was given t o  h;iril by asi)ects ()f dle m�i�ts b#�in� s College �ediafo..dvisers 1n9, t · cfu;��l'� (mm �4¥�r�i§lfig qij4t 
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•Alterations 
• Area Rugs 
• Clothing Storage 
• Draperies 
• Furs 
• Insurance Claims 
Monday-Friday 7:00-5 :00 
• Leather & Suedes 
• Monogramming 
• Reweaving 
• Si lks 
• Starched Shirt Service 
• Wedding Gowns Heirloomed 
Saturday 8 :00- 1 2 :00 
_ C
onven iently located close to campus I 345-4546 I JUSt around the curve on S .  4th st. . 
Bring Your Parents 
By and Show Them 
A Great Time At . . .  
THIKSTY'S 
•6  Pool Tables • Dance Floor • Shooter Bar 
- LOWEST PRICES IN TOWN -
By JANIE  BIEBER 
Staff writer 
There is only one thing better 
tha n being nominated for 
Eastern's " Boss of the Year" 
award and that is being selected 
to receive the honor. 
Elmer "Jack" Pullen, a finan­
cial aid counselor in Eastern 's 
Office of Financial A i d ,  wa s 
selected as Eastern 's "Boss of the 
Year" recently and was honored 
with a luncheon banquet in the 
Martin Luther King Jr. University 
Union University Ballroom. 
Pullen was nominated by two 
Eastern e m ployees ,  Evelyn 
Childress , o f  A shm ore , a n d  
S usan Hankenson, o f  Charles­
ton, both of whom work with 
Pullen. 
The " Boss of the Year" is 
selected by a subcommittee of the 
University's Office Staff Support 
Group (OSSG),  composed of staff 
from across Eastern 's campus. 
Employees nominate their boss 
by sending a letter of nomination 
Elmer Pullen 
to the OSSG subcommittee who 
reviews the nominations and 
selects the winner from hundreds 
of Eastern supervisors. 
The OSSG then holds a "Boss' 
L unch O ut" to acknowledge 
Eastern's bosses and to honor the 
"Boss of the Year." 
Pullen said he was "asked out 
to l unch "  by Childress and 
Hankenson, unaware of the award 
he would receive. 
"I am surprised and honored 
to have been selected Eastern 's 
' Boss of the Year, "' Pullen said. 
" I  am s ure there are m a n y  
administrators at Eastern who 
would have been worthy of the 
award. I hope I can continue to 
live up to these high standards 
and be an effective administra­
tor." 
P ul l e n  has worked i n  the 
F i n a nc i al A i d  Office for 1 9  
years a n d  i s  respons i b l e  for 
overseeing all federal ,  state and 
institutional student loans; loan 
processing and approval; and 
answering questions by students 
and their families concerning all 
aspects of financial aid. 
He received both his bachelor's 
and master's degrees from 
Eastern in 1 970 and 1 973,  respec­
tively. He has also done postgrad­
uate w ork at Eastern and at 
Indiana State University. 
47Zl1\\, 41// Ill I I I I I() HUNAN 1RESTAURANT 
Welcome Parents 
Mandarin, Hunan � Cantonese Cuisine 
Lunch: 11 am·2:30 pm 
Dinner: 4-9 pm 
Weekdays 
Weekends: 4-1 0 pm 
Closed Tuesdays 
Featuring 
Weekend Buffet Special 
113 1() 1() �\ , E 112 � 
�----- WITH A TWIST------
506 W LINCOLN (by Wal-Mart) 
Friday 
Dinner Special 
Prime Rib with tossed 
salad and choice of baked 
potato or rice pilaf. 
$13.95 
3/4-pound Snow Crab Legs · 
Dinner with all the 
trimmings $12.95 
Saturday 
Lunch Special 
Burger Bar with all 
the toppings and timmings 
$4.95 
Dinner Special 
All You Can Eat Buffet 
includes: 
Lobster Newburg 
Roast Beef 
Shrimp Creole 
$10.95 per person 
Sunday Brunch: 10 AM-2 PM $6.95 per person 
Sunday 
Watch NFL 
football action 
in the bar while 
eating brunch! 
All You Can Eat 
Brunch! 
$6.95 per person 
Dining room open to 8.PM 
6A Friday, November 10, 1989 
Hal l accepts chal lenge IPARENTS 
By ERIC FULTZ 
Staff writer 
A Ninth Street Hall resident 
announced that his hal l  has 
accepted the challenge to match 
donations collected by East Hall 
as a reward for information 
regarding the recent attacks on 
two Eastern women on campus. 
Todd Wagner, Ninth Street Hall 
representative, said at Thursday 's 
Residence Hall Association meet­
ing the hall council voted to allo­
cate $2 per resident as reward 
money. 
Pam O ' Connor, a Ford Hall 
representative, said her hall will 
also donate money to the reward, 
but the hall council had not decid­
ed on an amount yet. 
In other RHA business: 
• Michele Spaulding, national 
communications coordinator, said 
Andrews Hall won the social pro­
gram of the month award while 
Taylor and Lawson halls collec­
tively won the community service 
program of the month award. 
Spaulding said Andrews Hall 
won the social  award for its 
Tappa Kegga Party with Jeopardy 
and Taylor and Lawson halls won 
the community service award for 
its Halloween party for Charles­
ton children. 
The program of the month 
awards will now be sent t_g_.the 
Illinois Residence Hall Associa­
tion to be judged on a state level. I - - CLIP THIS AD - - . MR. MOM • John Biernbaum ,  the new ideas and activities chair, said his 
committee w i l l  s tart a game · 1 
Thursday called "run, hit ,  and A LOCAL SHOPPING AND DELIVERY 
�::s�i�
,
a�o�ag��e�ased on the SERVICE ESPECIALLY FOR YOUR 
All participants are assigned a I YOUNG SCHOLAR. person to "kill ,"  using a sticker the players will be given. 
The last person left "alive" will SPECIALIZING IN: Fruit Baskets , Gifts , 
be the winner and will receive a I sweatshirt. Birthday Cakes,  Vitamins , Soups , Amish • Rich Ruscitti, RHA vice pres- Cheeses/Sausages , Underclothing. 
ident, announced he will be orga- 1 You name it _ we'll buy and deliver it . nizing a basketball tournament for 
the residence halls . AND IT'S ALWAYS SAME DAY FRESH! 
Tarb le  to offe r art act iv i t i es I To get your free shopping list write : E . S .  DISTRIBUTING By EVETTE PEARSON 
Staff writer 
Eastern 's Tarble Arts Center 
will present a Family Sampler, a 
program filled with art acivities, · 
S unday for area residents and 
their families . 
This Sunday 's Family Sampler 
is the second program in a series 
of one day programs scheduled 
throughout the school year. 
· 
Qqf\ �p�an ·<\QI! Die� Mal,tin , , . , 
host this collection of silly 'gags. - - -
one-liners and short skits 
performed b{ �lAlehfed" , .,io.,, , • · <  _, 
rerertory company including 
Goldie Hawn. Ruth Buzzi, Artie 
Johnson and Jo Anne Wortev. 
WEEKNIGHTS AT 10PM 
CHANNEL i�   
Donna Meeks, curator of educa­
tion at Tarble, said the program 
allows families to sample what's 
available at the Tarble Arts Center 
at no charge. 
At 2 p.m. Sunday, a slide lecture 
for adults will be presented by Dr. 
Malcom Warner, visiting research 
curator at the Art Insti tute of 
Chicago. Dr. Warner 's lecture is 
entitled "In Pursuit of the 
Picturesque: Traveling Watercol-
Lincoln fire. -Protection l)ist.VoiunteeP 
s llfJ!I, 
Sat.1Jov�r1"tK:'-i9s9· 
' s300 . * 1so 
adults childrenG-12. 
� �  
� �!' '  
al: the Charleston 
Linc.oln fire 'Protection 
Districl:- , Univer£itg_ 
])rive � Coo 1 id£1e Ave. 
. 
� . 
� 
,µ . ... 
� � . ... 
f:! � 
trth 
I.ilicD1n 
,µ '(fl 
Be-Pe -s 
{/s",,� ... , � aus� �1Ai 1� :1-� 
O>olid.O:.e Cl J 
- � / 
orists of the Romantic Era." P. O .  BOX 541 , CHARLESTON, IL 61920 
The lecture discusses British 
watercolor artists who painted 
landscapes on site. 
Also at 2:00 p.m. ,  a watercolor 
workshop for children will begin 
in the Tarble classroom. 
I Or while in town call : 345-7995 To leave name/address on recorder 
Tarble 's remain ing  S unday 
Family Samplers this school year 
will be held on Dec . 3 ,  Jan . 28, 
Feb. 1 8  and April 1 .  
I STUDENTS, DON'T DEIAY, 
I MAIL TIIIS TO MOM TODAY 
� . i It's All llappemn ' At TED's 
FRIDAY LIVE! SATURDAY 
r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,  
: 11CLOCKWORK ORANGE" : 
C Rock-n-Roll Show · C 8 < • t . from Champaign 0 
p · �. · Featuring: 
' � 
0 Peter Baily · Mike Husler 0 N Andy Baylor Ed "Buzz" Eselby N 
! Get in FREE 8- 1 0  w I coupon ! 
L----------------------------�----� 
. r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,  
: 1 1NOYZZ 1 1  : 
I c C Rock-n-Roll show o 0 F_rom Ch.f\ll}paign u U Music By: · p P · Skid Row Led Zepplin o � Wi���en &. M�h�:r:.:.che � 
: Get in FREE 8- 1 0  w / coupon : L--------------------------------� 
WELCOME E.l.U. PARENTS 
STOP BY AND CHECK OUT 
OUR PARENT'S WEEKEND · 
S P E C I A L S  
24 Pack 1 2oz Cans 
Sprite - Diet .Sprite 
$4 .41 
Coles County's Largest 
Volume Super Market 
' 
The Dally Eastern News 
Student and 
professor also 
father  and so n 
By TONY CAMPBELL 
Features editor 
While most students escape 
their parents by going to col­
lege, some students encounter 
a unique situation - having a 
parent who is an instructor at 
Eastern. 
Sophomore Brian Walstrom 
is in this situation, but he finds 
it has had little effect on his 
college career. Brian's father, 
John Walstrom, is an account­
ing professor at Eastern. 
John said the fact that his 
son attends Eastern has never 
caused any problems in his 
family. "He gets involved as 
much as anyone else (in cam­
pus activities)," he said. 
Although parents and their 
children always have their dif­
ferences , John said , he and 
Brian do not have problems 
related to Brian attending 
Eastern. 
" He's lived in this town 
(Charleston) and several of his 
friends go to Eastern, also," he 
added. 
Brian said he has  never 
experienced any problem 
because most people don ' t  
realize that Professor Walstrom 
is his father. 
While most students see the 
university issues from the stu­
dent point of v iew, Brian i s  
given a taste of both sides of 
campus issues, but not neces­
sarily from his father. "I sup­
pose I get a better v iew of 
campus issues because I work 
on campus," he said. 
"It (coming to Eastern) just 
seemed like the thing to do, he 
said, I can live at home and 
save expenses," Brian said. 
Friday, November 1 0, 1 989 
Poet recites works 
for aud ience of 1 50 
By VINCE HODGES 
Staff writer 
In a setting he said was the best 
in which he's ever read, award­
winning poet Reg Saner presented 
a variety of poems to a crowd of 
about 1 50 at Eastern 's Tarble Arts 
Center Thursday afternoon. 
Saner, known for his poetry 
about the American West,  also 
read many other works concern­
ing his childhood and time spent 
in Europe. 
The majority of Saner's read­
ings dealt with feelings about his 
life and the descriptions of the 
people, places,  and things around 
him. "Life is most uncertain," he 
said. 
In an amusing portion of the 
reading, Saner recited some of his 
favorite poems written by grade 
school  chi ldren.  He said he's 
often as ked to speak at grade 
schools -to encourage young stu­
dents to read and write poetry. 
Saner said Tarble's museum­
like setting was very much his 
taste, adding he was also appre­
ciative of the audience turnout. 
The presentation by Saner was 
a continuation of the visiting writ­
ers' series sponsored by Eastern's 
English department. 
mraJ@� 345-4743 . 
We wan t  to help make 
Paren ts Weekend a 
dou ble trea t!!  
rr - --- - -- - - - -, r---- - - -- - - - ,  
•Two Large, 1 1  Medium 
I I  
One Item : : Tw� Item 
Pizza : Pizza $ 1890 : , $88!! 
{plus tax) I / 
Valid only with coupon at 
participating 
Little Ceasars 
One coupon per customer 
Expires: 1 1/18/89 
I p US 
: One Free liter of pop! 
I Valid only with coupon at 
I participating Little Ceasars 
I One coupon per customer I Expires: 1 1/18/89 
(!)��� : ���� 
L --Va luable coupon- · - - ..I  L - ·-Va /uable Coupon- - - _J  
7A 19ftft 207 Lincoln · �� Charleston, IL eo 345- 1 44 1  
SHOP 
ENTERTAIN YOUR PARENTS THIS 
WEEKEND WITH A MOVIE!! 
open daily noon- midnight free membership 
SUCCESS 
We al l seek it .  Not al l of us ach ieve i t .  
As a fresh co l lege g raduate you r  
resume i s  the f i rst and o n ly l i n k  with 
prospective employers . I f  it 's not r ight 
the f i rst t i me ,  it' l l  be tossed i nto the dead 
· f i l e  with al l the others that were close 
but not q u ite . 
We at McCarthy and McNei l I nc .  have 
been the fo refront of employment 
recru it ing i n  St. Lo u is  for over a decade.  
Read i ng h u n d reds of resumes everyday 
we know what gets resu lts . We aren 't 
resume - writers . We simply f ine tune 
the m .  For you w e  could mean the d iffer­
ence between a resume that gets i nter­
views , and one that gets the dead fi le .  
Let our years of  experience work for 
you .  
To uti l ize o u r  service send you r  prel imi­
nary- resume and a se lf-address�� : . .  �;u�· 
stamped envelope to : 
McCarthy & McNeil Inc. 
11901 Olive Blvd. Suite 308 
St. Louis, Mo. 63141 
For recommendations and an analysis 
please send cash or money order for 
$1 0 .  Al low 2 weeks for a complete 
evaluation of you r  resume.  
- �iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii'.:======= PAI/THEil/ I /pUN&E_ I 
Old Milwaukee 
Quarts 
$ 2 . 00 
Saturday 8-ball Tourney 
8� 
WELCOME 
E. l .U .  PARENTS 
•SERVING NOON - 9:30 
SAT. NOV. 11  TH 
PRIME RIB 
SPECIAL 
$1 225 
FRESH JUMBO SEA 
SCALLOPS & SMOKED 
COHO SALMON 
A L L  D INNERS I N C L U D E :  ROLLS. REL ISH 
TRAYS, SALAD: CHOICE OF R ICE FR IES OR 
VEGATABLE 
FATS-4-FUN 
� , 'iv\n;oP� N�W.f41�,<:PVWXJ"P4-t.:i 
BATMAN RAFFLE 
Buzzard �� 0 �rnli'fil� The U B  wi l l  be 
Auditorium sponsoring a 
BATMAN raffle .  Admission $1  Prizes include : 
Friday, 
playing cards , 
posters , 
Nov. 1 0  T-shirts , and 
llTll l N  Soundtrack 6 :30 and 9 pm tapes. 
f!G:!�-- _ _  ,, .. ...... r.:,._ ....... ni., �,...,., , ... ._ .... ._ .......  
PRIZES! PRIZES! 
· .  I 11�.�!;E.��:.: CHAll LESTO N .  ILLINOIS • ,, 
SA Friday,  November 10, 1989 The Dally Eastern News y ������������ · 
Come And Celebrate 
with 
The N ewman Catholic  
Community . 
Sunday, November 1 2, 1 989 
Dvoark Concert Hall 
Mass 
9:30 a.m. I 1 1  :30 a.m. 
NEWMAN 
CATHOLIC 
COMMtJNITV 
• C  EJ.U. 
. 
i i :  . 
Coffee and donuts · 
· in between Masses 
(NO MASS SATURDAY OR 
SUNDAY AT BUZZARD) 
The Dally Eastern News Friday, November 1 0, 1 989 9A 
Charity breakfast to be held 
by Charleston fi remen 
-t it Golden Dragon 
Chinese Kestauant 
By SHANDA BISHIR $ 1 . 50  for chi ldren , and those 
Slaff writer under 5 years of age eat free. 
Ass is tant Fire Chief Herb 
This Saturday, the seventh annu- Norman said proceeds will bene­
al "all you can eat" pancake and fit the restoration of the first fire 
sausage breakfast will be held at the truck the station ever owned, as 
Lincoln Volunteer Fire Protection well as for food baskets given to 
District building , at University families at Christmas time. 
Drive and Coolidge Ave. The money raised from the 
The breakfast will be served charity breakfast will also benefit 
from 6 a.m. to 7 p.m. for $3 adult, v ict ims of house  fires in the 
Sorority, fratern ity 
to host tu rkey d i n ner  
An Eas tern fraternity and 
sorori ty will be talking some 
turkey with area senior citizens 
S unday at Charleston ' s  First  
Presbyterian Church at  Madison 
Avenue and Seventh Street. 
Alpha Gamma Delta sorority 
and Sigma Pi fraternity will host a 
turkey dinner for senior citizens 
as part of an annual community 
service project for which the 
cnanizations have ioined forces . .  
"We usually serve about 1 00 
people," said Paul Snyder, philan­
thropy chairman for Sigma Pi. 
In addition to the food, local 
businesses will donate door prizes 
and money for the meal, Snyder 
said. 
Dinner begins about 4:30 p.m. 
and will consist of turkey, com, 
green bean s ,  rol ls ,  cranberry 
sauce and pumpkin pie, Snyder 
added. 
COACH 
EDDY'S 
PANTHER SPORT SHOPPE 
---- DAILY 9-8, SUN 1 2-5 ----
1 4 1 4  6th St. In Old Town Square 
One Block North of Old Main 
All 
Parents 
Welcome 
To Join In The Savings 
Fri . Sat. Sun. Only 
Reebok Money 
High��\ . 
.,,. "e=�-,�;,;� ----=1 � .:.. : ... • Now $43.� 
Reebok Exofit 
. . 
High� 
T Now '43.;;; 
Eastern 
Mom & Dad 
Transfers 
In Stock 
Pre-Sewn 
Tackle Twin 
Eastern 
Sweatshirts 
$ 1 6 .95 
r :::1 
,._,,.., •- • · c·.-:::. 
Limited Quantities 
. All Guess 
Mdse 
$ 1 0-$25 . 
-�--� 
Off 'W' 
Marked Prices .� ?·': 
Reebok Freestyle 
High . 
,, ·�-= �· ... , ,  � .. , . Now $37.� 
All 
Knit 
Caps 
Now 
$5 • .M 
Hats 9 
20°/o off . . 
Big Selection 
Pre-Printed 
Heavyweight 
Sweatshirts 
$ 2 7 . 95 
Incl . Champion & 
Russell 
Lincoln district. 
If a family is forced from their 
home by a fire, $ 1 00  to $200 will 
be given to them based on family 
size. This will ensure they have a 
place to stay and food to eat  
immediately. 
Tickets may be purchased in 
advance from any volunteer or at 
the door on Saturday. 
345- 1 033 
All ' U '  Can Eat Buffet 
D i n ner  6� 
C hicken Brocco l i , Pepper Steak ,  
Shr imp C h inese Vegetable ,  Egg Rol ls ,  
BBQ Ch icken Wing , Sweet - 'n ' -So u r  Pork,  
Fr ied Won Ton Onion Ring,  Steam and Fried Rice,  
Egg Drop Soup and Salad Bar 
Variety Menu Avai lable 
Cocktai l s ,  Beer, Wi ne  
FAX HOME 
FOK MONEY AT • • • 
Plus we make 
overheads 
1 0°/o discount to 
all Eastern students.  
Lowest FAX Rates 
in town . 
HE 
OFFICE 
STORE 
COMPANY 
Conveniently located 
NEAR CAMPUS 
820 Lincoln 
1 /2 block 
FAX# 2 1 7-348-55 1 4  
East of Old Main 
Phone# 348- 56 1 4  
345- 1 200 
WELCOME E.I.U. PARENTS 
to the home of 
QUALITY SPORTSWEAR! 
Champion 
Russell 
Gear 
And 
More . . .  
Stop in and Register for a 
FREE B.I.U� JACKET 
Make your parent an E. I .  U .  parent! 
EXTENDED HOURS ALL WEEKEND LONG!! 
Friday's 
Classified ads 
1 OA November 1 0, 1 989 
�Services Offered 
R E S U M E '  PAC K A G E S ,  typ i n g ,  
copies, off-set printing, self-serve 
co p i e s ,  S c .  C H A R L E S T O N  
C O P Y-X-Y O U R  C O M P L ET E  
QUICK PRINTER 207 LINCOLN . 
345-631 3 . 
__________ 010 
M icrowave Ovens .  Only $29 .00 
f o r  seven m o n t h s .  C a r l y l e  
Rentals. 348-7746. 
----,-�--�----00 " M Y  S E C R E TA RY "  R e s u m e s ,  
papers, letters, and more. Next to 
Monicals. 903 1 8th St. 345- 1 1 50 
9-5. 
�Help Wanted 
NANN I ES Live- in chi ldcare posi­
t i o n s  n e a r  N ew Yo r k ,  
Ph i ladelphia,  the beach . Airfare , 
good salaries, benefits. Screened 
fam i l i e s .  F u n  s u p port  g ro u p .  
Princeton Nanny Placement, 301 
N .  Harrison St. ,  #41 6,  Princeton,  
N .J .  08540; 609/497-1 1 95 
_________1 1 /1 0  
WANTED:  Drummer for Working 
Rock Band:  Call LAR RY - 345-
5840 
_________ 1 1 /1 3 
ctWanted 
WANTED M A L E  S U B LEAS E R :  
L I V E  W I T H  T H R E E  OT H E R  
M A L E S  AT R E G E N CY A P T S .  
ASK FOR PAUL 345-7697 
________ 1 1 /1 0  
Female Roommate. 2 story town­
h o u s e .  Own roo m .  Was h e r  & 
dryer. 1 0  minute walk to campus. 
$1 48/mth. 348-0640. 
_________ 1 1 /1 0 
Male roommate. Spring 1 990. Two 
bedroom apartment .  $ 1 25/m t h .  
O n e  block south o f  Linco lnwood 
Apartments. 345-71 1 6. 
1 1 /20 
·w�,..,A...,.N=T=E=D�T=o-=s.,..,u""'y,-: =T,-ro-mbone 
and/or trombone case 581 -531 5  
,..,.,..,�=-=-�-,....-=1 1 / 1 3  
WANTED: Drummer for Working 
ROCK BAND: Call LARRY - 345-
5840 
. 
_________ 1 1 /1 3 �Adoption 
A DOPT I O N :  P lease H e l p .  
Registered Nurse and husband 
d es p erately w i s h  to adop an 
infant into loving home.  Contact 
our attorney Carla Ehlers (6 1 8) 
233-0480, 26 East Washington, 
Belleville, Illinois 62221 . 
1 1 /1 0 
Friday's 
�Adoption 
We are a loving couple who want 
to adopt a baby. We cannot have 
chi ldren of our own . If you know 
a n y o n e  c o n s i d e r i n g  p l a c i n g  a 
chi ld for adoption please call us 
collect at 2 1 7-352-8037. We wi l l  
pay medical and legal expenses. 
Ken and Linda 
_________ 1 1 11 7  
CON S I D E R I NG A D O PTION We 
real ize you are making a loving 
but difficult choice for your chi ld.  
We are a car i n g  and sens i t ive 
couple  who would  welcome the 
opport u n i ty  to g i v e  y o u r  c h i l d  
love , hope , security and the l ife 
you would l ike h i m/her to have . 
Conf i d e n t i a l .  Legal , e x p e n s e s  
paid . P lease J e t  us match y o u r  
d r e a m s  for your  b a b y  w i t h  o u r  
dream f o r  a fami ly.  C a l l  Donna 
and J im Collect 3 1 2-386-0456. 
���-cc-...,,--ca1 1 /7 , 1 0, 1 4, 1 7  A D O P T I O N  O u r  Lov i n g  H o m e  
Awaits A Precious I nfant. I f  Your 
Know Of A n y o n e  C o n s i d e r i n g  
P l ac i n g  A C h i l d  P l e as e  C a l l  
Collect (31 2) 985-2903 
_________ 1 1 /28 
�Roommates 
F e m a l e  s u b leaser  n e e d e d  for 
tow n h o u s e  apart m e n t ,  s p r i n g  
s e m ester .  P r ivate ro o m ,  r e n t  
negotiable. Call J i l l ,  348-7635. 
________1 1 /1 3 
Female: seeking place to live by 
December or January. Student 
teaching so need cheap, cheap 
place. C<..''. 348-51 1 6  or 348-8078 
- leave meS:Sage. 
· 
1 1 /1 0  
F�E�M�A�L E��R�O�O�M-M-A=T=E� F O R  
S P R I N G  ' 9 0  Furnished house,  
pr ime locat i o n , low rent  and 
utilities. Call 345-601 6. 
_________ 1 1 /1 0 
Female room m ate needed for 
Park Place for spring. Rent nego­
tiable. Call  Jenny 345-7845 or 
Sue 345-7587. 
_________ 1 1 /1 8 
�For Rent 
Private home. 2 girls or married 
cou p l e .  $300 p e r  m o n t h  p l u s  
$ 1 00 deposit. Includes all utilities 
and cable with kitchen priveleges. 
348-0408 or 345-3281 . 
_________ 1 1 /21  
TWO BEDROOM A PART M E NT 
FOR 1 OR 2 PEOPLE,  S P I NG 
1 990,  R ENT N EG OT I A B L E .  
CALL 345-6256. 
_________ 1 1 /1 0 
�For Rent 
S U B L EA S E R S  N E E D E D  F O R  
SPRING 1 990 Vacant Apartment. 
1 - 4 a p a rt m e n t .  1 - 4 p e o p l e  i n  
Regency apartm ents.  Cal l  348-
0348. 
_________ 1 1 /1 0  
F I RST MONTH FREE.  Four stu­
d e n ts . 2 b e d r o o m  f u r n i s h e d  
apartment i ncludes 1 1 /2 baths ,  
d ishwasher & laundry faci l i t ies.  
Avai lable now, Spr ing and Fal l .  
1 0 1 7  Wood l aw n .  P h o n e  3 4 8 -
7746. 
���=-....,...,.,----,,-- 00 
F O R  R E N T: M icrowave Ovens 
o n l y  $ 2 9  for  seven m o n t h s .  
Caryle Rentals 348-7746. 
__________00 
F e m a l e  S u b l e a s e r  Wanted ! 
Furn ished Apartment .  1 542 4th 
#3 . Across F r o m  S c i e n c e  
Building. 348-0825 o r  348-5078 
,,,.----,--�---.,.--,-,.1 1 /1 0 Female subleaser needed Spring 
1 990,  Old Towne Apts . Contact 
Amanda at 345-7320 
_________ 1 1 /1 0  
TWO B E D R O O M  H O U S E ,  
ATTA C H E D  G A R A G E .  EXTRA 
LA R G E  LOT. Q U I ET A R E A .  
SELL O R  RENT 345-4846. 
,...,,-.,-- ----,-- --,c-=1 1  /1 5 M i n i -storage as low as $25 per 
month . Phone 345-7746 or 348-
7746 
-------,-- -00 
Female Sub leaser :  S p r i n g  9 0 ,  
You n gstowne,  $ 1 36/month , low 
ut i l i t ies.  Last month's rent free. 
Please call  348-0674 or 345-2363 
_________1 1 /1 0  
Person n eeded to share house 
with male. $1 37.50 mo . plus utili­
ties. Call Frank 581 -27.1 2  8:00 to 
4:30. 
-=--.,.--�-,-,-=c--,-,----1 1 /1 0  Spring 1 990 Subleaser needed. 
One person apt. Very nice. Aldo 
Roma Apts. Call Lane after 5:00. 
345-3086 
-=--�--��---1 1 /1 6 
Subleasers for 2 bedroom apt. 
Nantucket. Call 345-7324 any­
time. 
_________ 1 1 /1 7 
2 bdr. for rent. Close to campus 
s u p e r  n i c e !  R e n t  n e g o t i ab l e .  
Phone 345-7601 o r  Linda Nugent 
& Associates 345-2 1 5 1 . 
-=-- -----,--.,-- -1 1 /1 7 
One bedroom Apt. for one or two. 
Nice yard, parking , Avail .  Jan. 1 
Call 348-041 9  
_________ 1 1 /1 6 
S p r i n g  F e m a l e  S u bl e a s e r  
Needed . R e g e ncy Apts . O n e  
month free rent. Call 345-3460 
_________1 1 /1 4 
�For Rent 
S P R I N G  1 99 0  F E M A L E  S U B ­
L E A S E R  N E E D E D .  R e g e n cy 
Apartments. Rent $1 25 a month . 
LAST M O N T H S  R E NT F R E E .  
P L E A S E  c a l l  L a u r a  S O O N  at 
348-51 56 
_________ 1 1 /1 7 
2 Bedroom Apt. all util ities includ­
ed. $280. Call 348-5 1 1 6  
________1 1 /1 6 
Are you t i red of sharing a bed­
roo m ?  C a l l  345-2278 for your  
own in the  Spring 
_-,--�_,....,..-ca1 1 / 1 0 , 1 7 , 1 2/1 S p r i n g  S u b l e a s e r :  WAT E R  & 
TRASH INCLUDED. Low utilities, 
Close to campus. $1 59 Call 348-
8242 
________ 1 1 /1 7 �For Sale 
P i o n e e r  stereo system 4-sa l e .  
CI D ,  d u a l  cassett e ,  E Q ,  a n d  
stereo, all/separate $770.00 Terri 
348-5609 
--,....--=c-____ 1 1 / 1 4  
1 975 8 eye. Chevy caprice. Well 
m a i nta i n e d  by o w n e r .  
Mai ntenance receipts avai lable 
for scrutiny. $800. Ph .  581 -2398. 
_________1 1 /1 0 �Lost/Found 
Lost: 4 keys on a white and red 
key ring. Lost November 2nd by 
9th Street . I f  fou nd p lease cal l  
345-5485. 
--�------1 1 /1 0 
FOUND:  Lev i  jacket , royal b lue 
coat, purple back pack, and sev­
eral textbooks . P lease claim i n  
204 C o l e m a n  H al l ,  D e p t .  of 
Political Science 
_________ 1 1 / 1 0  
Found: Joel Pignott: Pick u p  your 
books in DEN 
________ 1 1 / 1 0  
Lost : G r e y  Leather j acket i n  
Coleman Hal l .  I I  found rewar . '.  
offered. Call 581 -3006 
_________ 1 1 / 1 4  ct Announcements 
AHA LIP SYNC CONTEST!!  Nov. 
3 0 ,  7 : 3 0p . m . ,  $ 1 5  Deposit .  
Participate individually or as an 
organization.  Entries Due Nov. 
1 6, 1 2  noon back to a Residence 
Hall Desk. Contact Ryan, 6081 
,--�-,,...,-,---,,-�---1 1 /1 6  
BAAB SHARP You're the b est 
house mom we could ask tori 
Love, the DELTA ZETAS 
_________1 1 / 1 0  
Crossword Puzzle 
ACROSS 
1 Author Ham i l l  
5 Con --
(tenderly) 
1 o Wire measure 
13 Satanic 
14 Patten 's cousin 
15 Lagomorph 
1 6  Start of a quip 
19 Coterie 
20 Twin in "The 
Other" 
21 Noel Coward 's 
"To Step -" 
22 Condit ions 
23 Sluggard's 
suggested role 
mode l 
33 Temporary loss 
of breath 
34 Neck and neck 
35 Moroccan 
mountains 
38 Screams, to 
Simone 
37 Obey the alarm 
38 Compressed 
cotton pad 
39 Kady or petasus 
40 Punkie 
41 Usher's beat 
42 More of the quip 
46 Started the 
br idge game 
47 Tidbit for Seattle 
Slew 
51 Do a double 
take 
54 Equivoke 
57 End of the quip 
60 To the sheltered 
side 
61 Ade book 
62 Hebrides island 
83 Part of r . p .m.  
64 Lowly laborers 
65 Cry of disgust 
DOWN 
1 Throws 
2 Cry at Pan ·s 
parties 
24 More of the quip 48 Unflappable 3 Joust 4 S prite 
5 Town near 
Perugia 
6 S hopping center 
7 Drama award 
8 South Korean 
G.l . 's 
9 J u i n ,  ju i l let et 
a out 
----1 1 2  -- -majeste 
...;;..i-...i�...;;..i 1 5  Waste maker 
---+-+--1--1 17 Be low Pref ix 
18 C h inese dynasty 
22 Ro man dates 
..;;;.i..;;;.i-=-r 23 Tops 
24 Tru m p ' s  
--t-�--t---1 Pr i nces s ,  e ·g , • 
25 Talk- show 38 Bol lard 
hostess Winfrey 41 " . . .  -- which 
26 Wed wi l l l ive in  infamy 
27 Ear ly sc i -I i  writer . .  . ' ' :  F . D . R .  
2 8  Kind o f  mineral  43 Dance smooth ly  
water 44 Rece ip t ,  1n 
29 Seed coat Rei ms 
30 Clapt rap 45 Buenas -
31 Noblema n ' s  (good � :ght i n  
i nher itance Granada) 
50 Nonesuch 
51 To laugh ,  in  Li l le  
52 With in :  Comb. 
form 
53 S q u i re in "The 
Faerie Queene" 
54 Adjective for 
Yor ick 
55 Forearm bone 
56 Bandbox 32 Freq uent ly 48 Exchange 
37 ! i '" good 49 Mah-iongg 58 Baby food 
• �M1Hre· . · . : : : . : :  . .  piece. • • . • • • • •  .59.s8cretQd . •  
Report e rrors i m mediately at 5 8 1 -281 2 .  Correct 
ad wi l l  appear in the next edition .  Un less notified, 
we cannot be responsible for an incorrect ad after 
its fi rst insertion .  Deadl ine 2 p . m .  previous day. 
(!!Announcements �Announcements 
1 990 N U D E  COED CALENDAR 
featu r i n g  n u d e  I l l i n o i s  c o l l e g e  
w o m e n .  M a i l  $ 9 . 9 5  to : C O E D  
C A L E N D A R ,  P. O .  B O X  43 4 E ,  
DEKALB, I L  601 1 5 . ( Must b e  1 8  
o r  older. ) 
_________ 1 1 /30 
J ust Spence's Resale  C l oth i n g  
Shop 1 1 48 6th (SO's, 60's, & cur­
rent styles) First Year Anniversary 
Sale Open Tues - Sat 1 -Sp.m.  
_________1 1 /1 0 
MOM AND DAD :  WELCOME TO 
T H E  M I D-WEST ! ! !  ENJOY T H E  
G RANOLAS !?!  LOVE,  PAIGE 
1 1 /1 0 
�PA�R=T�Y�T�O�N�l�G�H=T�! O�N�T�OP O F  
PAG E  O N E  TAV E R N .  E V E RY­
BODY WELCOME !  OPEN 9 P.M .  
T IL  1 A . M .  LOW COVER .  GOOD 
B E E R !  G O O D  M U S I C !  U S E  
ALLEY ENTRANCE 
_________ 1 1 /1 0 
ANDREA PYLE :  Hope you have 
a great 21 st Birthday. WE LOVE 
YOU!  H A P PY B I RT H DAY. Love 
the Men of Delta Tau Delta . . .  
��-��-,....--�1 1 /1 0 To Mom , dad, Kevin ,  and Bryant 
Krauss.  Thank you for be ing a 
wonderfu l  a n d  s p e c i a l  fam i l y. 
Thank you for always being there 
for me! Love Karen ! 
,,,.--,----,,,--,-----,---1 1 /1 0  D e l l s  - f i n d  y o u r  l ast m i n ute 
dates, and get ready to roll i n  the 
hay. Susses leave the house at 
7 :45,  h ave a check for $ 1 5 . 0 0  
handy 
_________ 1 1 /1 0 
Joe ,  I know you l ike  m e  better 
than Kelly! I wonder ii Dave does ! 
- Neela 
_________ 1 1 /1 0 
S UZY: Y O U R  BAD LUCK HAS 
TO STO P !  HOW A BO U T  A 
N I G HT O U T  ON T H E  TOW N ?  
PAUL 
_________ 1 1 /1 0 
H e y  R U G BY P LAY E R S  THE  
DELTA ZETAS had a blast at the 
toga party 
--�����--1 1 /1 0  
A b i g  T H A N K  Y O U  t o  everyone 
w h o  donated to the K n i ghts ol 
C o l u m b u s  M e n t a l l y  R e t arded 
Drive and helped make the even 
a h uge success ! 
��----=,--��,_1 1 /1 0  
C h a r l e st o n  E l k s  6 2 0 6 t h  St. 
S at u r d ay P a re n t s  W e e kend  
S p e c i a l  H a m  Ste ak, 
Homemade Fries, and salad bar 
f o r  $ 5 .  7 5 .  A l s o  d a n c e  to the 
Youth Hicks. 
________ 1 1 /10 
D E LTA Z E TA P L E D G E S :  You 
guys are d o i n g  great !  H ang in 
there and keep up the good world 
--�-�--�-1 1 /1 0  
M a r k  0 . ,  H a.p p y  2 1 st on 
Saturday ! Love, Cara 
�--,��--�--1 1 /1 0  
Elvis P - I ' l l  come home, only  H 
you p ro m i s e  to stay there too. 
Listen to me, and maybe I ' l l  help 
trim the bushes. Prisci l la 
_________1 1 /1 0  
WAN T E D :  1 5  H U N G RY STU· 
D E NTS U nable to retu rn home 
f o r  T h a n ks g i v i n g ?  C a l l  345· 
7 2 6 2  by 5 : 0 0  p . m .  N ov. 1 5th 
and join us for a free turkey din­
n e  r w i t h  a l l  t h e  tr i m m i ngs on 
Nov. 1 9th .  · 
_________ 1 1 /1 5  
S A M S  A N D  E . L .  K RA C K E RS 
Proudly P resent Rock - A Like 
'89. $2 Cover charge and 75cent. 
D r afts . M o n d a y  N ov. 1 3 . 
Proceeds go to M.S 
_________ 1 1 /10  
Rock - A - Like Contest Monday 
at E.L .  Krackers. Come see yo11 
friends Lip Sync to your favorite 
artist. Proceeds to go to StudenlS 
Against M.S. 
Official Notices 
Official Notices are plij 
for by the Olfict d 
University R elations. 
Questions concernil'lf 
notices should be 
directed to that office. 
LOST IDENTIFICATION 
CARDS 
Each patron of Booth Library is 
responsib le  for a l l  m aterials 
checked out against h is/h e r 
ident if ication card u n less the 
card has been repo rted lost.  
I ndividuals who lose their ID 
. cards m ust report the loss to  
the Circulation Desk in  Booth 
Library i m m ed iately to avoi d  
i l l ega l u s e  of t h e  card . T h e  
L i brary is  n o t  respo n s i b l e  for  
a n y  m ater ia ls  which may b e  
i l lega l ly checked out u nt i l  t h e  
card i s  reported-sto len .  
B o o t h  l i b ra r y  t r a n s act i o n s  
req u i re a p h oto i d e n t if icat i o n  
card . A patron who has report­
ed lost h is/her  origina l  or iginal  
u n iversity photo ident if icat i o n  
c a r d  and has b e e n  i s s u e d  a 
replacem ent card must present 
a second photo identification in 
add i t i o n  to h is/her u n i ve rs ity 
card . 
Jane Lasky 
Head: Circulation Services 
FINANCIAL AID OFFICE 
CLOSURE 
The Office of Financial Aid. will 
be closed on Friday, November 
1 O ,  1 989 from 8"00 am - 1 :30 
pm. The office stall will be par­
ticipating in a workshop. 
John Flynn 
Director Financial Aid 
PERKINS/NDSL 
BORROWERS 
If you are graduating or do not 
Thanksgiving 
break is 
coming up . . .  
Show your 
friends you 
care . . .  
send them 
a classified 
in 
The 
Daily 
Eastern 
News!! 
plan t o  be at least a half-ti 
student at EIU next semester, 
is mandatory to complete an 
exit interview. Failure to do so, 
w i l l  res u lt i n  a C O M P LETE 
HOLD being p l aced on your 
university records. 
Interviews wi l l  be held in the 
U n iv e rs i ty  U n i o n ,  S u l l ivan 
Room, on Tuesday, Novembf 
1 4, 1 989. 
I n t e rv i ews start  at 9 : 0 0AM; 
1 0 : 0 0 A M ; 1 1  : O O A M ; 1 2 :00 
N O O N ; 1 : O O P M ;  2 : 00PM;  
2:00PM ; and 3 :00PM. 
Please cal l  58 1 -37 1 5  for ad<> 
tional i nformation .  
Frances Harris 
Col lection Specialist 
CONSTITUTION 
EXAMINATION 
The Constitut ion Examination 
w i l l  be given for the last timt 
th is  semester on Wednesday. 
November 29. Register in pe1 
son from 1 1  :00 to 3 :00 Mondaf 
through Friday at the booth · 
the Union Bookstore Lounge: 
br ing photo I D ,  and if you art 
retak ing the exa m ,  $2 for I 
fee . The registration period 
t h i s  e x a m  is Octo b e r 27 
through November 2 1 . 
You may retake th is  exam 
many t imes as necessary It 
pass. However, this is the 
t ime the exam i n at ion wi l l  
offered this semester. 
David K. Dodd 
Director of Testing Services 
BASE.BAL 
CARD 
SHOW 
Sunday, Nov. 12  
EIU 
Lantz Gym Foyer 
10am-4pm 
Admission: 
$ 1 .00
.
Adults 
50 ¢ Children 
under 1 4  
The Dal ly Eastern News 
·so 
I 
I 1 n  
viets suspected 
aser  shooti ng 
WASH! 
officials s 
NGTON (AP) - U.S .  
uspect the Soviets of 
lasers at American 
the Pacific recently, 
the eyesight of an Air 
wman in one of four 
, Pentagon officials 
shooting 
planes in 
damaging 
Force ere 
incidents 
said Th ursday. 
An ag 
swnmer b 
reement s igned last 
y top U.S. and Soviet 
fficials is designed to 
h military encounters, 
es not go into effect 
military o 
avoid sue 
but it do 
until Jan. 1 .  Pentagon officials 
ately they were dis­
at such incidents could 
uing in the meantime. 
said priv 
mayed th 
be contin 
At a Pe 
esman Pe 
Soviet v 
ntagon briefing, spok­
te Williams said two 
essels "may have" 
aimed 1 
Oct 17, 
asers at U.S. aircraft on 
Oct. 28 and in two sep­
dents on Nov. 1 over 
f Hawaii. 
arate inci 
waters of 
Asked whether the matter 
affected 
have be 
U.S.-Soviet ties, which 
en improving ,  the 
n only said, "I will not 
ze the incident beyond 
g it." Meanwhile, other 
spokes ma 
characteri 
describin 
Friday's 
·� 
Pentagon officials said the mat­
ters are being investigated, and 
some expressed irritation that 
such activity may be continuing 
despite the agreement that is  
about to take effect. 
One senior Pentagon official, 
commenting on condition of 
anonymity, said laser activity is 
suspected because of past inci­
dents and because of descrip­
tions provided by the military 
personnel involved in the most 
recent cases. 
Williams said he could not 
identify a Soviet vessel invol­
ved. 
Pentagon sources said, how­
ever, that it was a military ship 
that was in the waters where 
S oviets have tradit ionally 
observed the splashdowns for 
their missile tests. 
Friday, November 1 0, 1 989 · t  t A  
Moscow breaks s i lence 
on East German reforms 
MOSCOW (AP)-The Soviet 
government broke its  silence 
Thursday on the rapid changes 
convulsing East Germany with 
praise for its ally ' s  leadership 
shake-up and its first steps toward 
Soviet-style reforms. 
Foreign Ministry spokesman 
Gennady I .  Gerasimov said that 
although it was not the Soviet 
Union 's place to comment on 
another country's internal affairs, 
it was clear East Germany was 
undertaking a "renewal of social­
ism." ''They're improving the sit-
uation in the sense that they 're 
m oving toward perestroika on 
their own terms," he told a news 
briefing, referring to the reforms 
President Mikhail S. Gorbachev 
began on coming to power in 
1 985. 
Millions of Soviets learned in 
TV, radio and newspaper reports 
of the dramatic overhaul of East 
Germany's ruling Politburo and 
new leader Egon Krenz 's promis­
es of democratic reforms. 
The official news agency Tass 
quickly reported that the East 
German government had thrown 
open all borders and that its citi­
zens could travel or emigrate any­
where. 
Vyacheslav Mostovoy, a corre­
spondent reporting on Soviet tele­
vision's widely watched nightly 
news program Vremya, said East 
Germany 's  Central Committee 
had begun mapping political and 
economic reforms in a "program 
which the whole country awaits 
and on which the future of the 
republic largely depends." 
S en  ate OKs ai r l i n e smoki ng ban 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The 
Senate on Thursday approved a 
smoking ban for nearly a l l  
domestic airline flights, a broad­
ening of restrictions that signals a 
victory by health advocates over 
tobacco interests. 
The prohibition, fought strenu­
ously earlier this year by the -
cigarette industry and lawmakers 
from tobacco states, was adopted 
on a voice vote with no comments 
by outnumbered opponents. 
Efforts to block the ban were 
dropped in recent weeks after ear� 
lier votes indicated overwhelming 
congressional sentiment for the 
restrictions. 
"Allowing smoking within the 
confined space of an airline cabin 
j ust  doesn ' t  m ake sense," said 
S en.  Frank Lautenberg, D-N.J . ,  
who sponsored the ban. "It's dan­
gerous. It's unheal thv." ThP: h�n 
was part of a $ 1 2  billion trans­
portation measure for the fiscal 
year that began Oct. I .  
Lawmakers didn't plan to finish 
work on the spending measure until 
at least Tuesday, when they 
planned to debate a provision pro­
viding $3.2 billion for anti-drug 
efforts, including new prisons, law 
enforcement agents and treatment 
programs. 
Classified ads 
Report errors immediately at 581 -281 2 .  Correct 
ad will appear in the next edition. Unless notified, 
we cannot be responsible for an incorrect ad after 
its first insertion. Deadline 2 p.m. previous day. 
�Ann ouncements ct Announcements ct Announcements ct Announcements ct Announcements ct Announcements 
Co n g rat u l a 
Sull ivan for 
and to H e a  
H appy 1 9th B-Day Ang ! I f  you've 3 new p r i zes added t o  R u g �y I H AV E  2 R O O M S  AT 
got the time we've got the beer - Raffle ; 4th pnze - al)cexpensiis pa1d: i.,.,C HAFIJ:.� $J91\!...�@l).R�•I N N . 
S K I P PY ANYON E ?  Love , Ju l ie,. - date with-Matty.Schiller (bMtltifu l ) ;  TREAT YOUR PARENT.S.cCALL 
� - Pan h el .Tll 
t i o n s  to M a g g i e  
Jr. Panhel President 
t h e r  C l ifford for J r .  
ot1gh tfu lness.- ¥e1Jr 
Sisters are proud of 
B R I N G  YO U R  PA R E NTS A N D  
FA M I LY T O  T H E  WAC K I E S T  
C O L L EG E S P O RT E V E R  
-1NVENT-E0. flUGBY.·L:ast-home 
game this Saturday at 1 p.m.  vs. 
The our of shape Alumni 
________1 1 /1 0  
The Game We've all been waiting 
for: E I U  RUGBY VS. ALUMN I  
�--,---,,,,---,--,- ----,-1 1 /1 0 Rugby Raffle tickets on sale now. 
Contact y o u r  l ocal R u g g e r  for  
more info 
Sue, and Tracy ' 5th prize - free set of bet!r go.ggles. • �TODAY 345-2466 
1 1 /1 0 for after the game ; 6th pr ize - 2 . .  1 1 /1 0  Delta Zeta you. 
i< To the ladi 
_____ 1 1 /1 0 
es of Zeta P h i  Beta: 
eat d a y !  Love t h e  
ub 
Stiffy, The Kid, Guns, H ughes , 
Bob Gore, Steno, Chip, T. Mil ler, H ave a g r  
archonian cl . 
1' HAPPY FO 
__:_ ____ 1 1 /1 0 
UR YEAR ANNIVER­
F R E Y !  I Love You ! ! 
27, 1 990 is only six 
- Otten , Arney, P l ug ,  Al Whinney, 
B i s c u i t ,  Er ic  G . ,  DO Yo u r  
R ecog n i z e  these n a m e s ?  D O  
T H E S E  N A M E S  O W E  Y O U  
MONEY? I f  so catch u p  to them 
t h i s  Satu rday at the A L U M N I  
RUGBY GAME 
---�--,,__-:-:1 1 /1 0  Can't get tickets to Crystal Gale 
for your parents,  But you sti l l  
want to d i tch th em for a few 
hours . Drop th e m off  at th e  
Rugby pitch , Saturday at 1 p.m. 
After viewing the game they will 
be speech less the rest of the 
weekend . 
________ 1 1 /1 0 
� ; 
' 
SARY J E F 
Aloha! May 
months aw ay! I can't wait! !  Want 
choral concert? Love, to go to a 
Shari 
JOEY'S P 
W E E K E N  
_____ 1 1 /1 0 
LACE IS OPEN TH IS 
D FOR YOU A N D 
ENTS TO ENJOY. SO YOUR PAR 
COME IN I 
t 1 /1 0  -N-IV"""E_,,R...,S"""A""'"R-:--:Y--=SHAR I HAPPY AN 
Thanks for 4 great years. I Love 
You, Jeff 
LAST GA 
1 1 /1 0 
_M_E
_
O_F_8_9-.-LAST -
HOME G AME RUGBY V S .  
ATURDAY AT 1 PM ALUMNI S 
____ _:_· 1 1 /1 0  
Don't want to bring your parents 
ystal Gale Concert,  
ng them to the Eastern 
e. It'll be one parents 
to the C r  
Instead bri 
Rugby gam 
weekend th at they won 't forget 
_____ 1 1 /1 0  
M ISSY McCARTY congratula­
tions on getting pinned to JAY 
H I N E S .  LOVE Y O U R D ELTA 
ZETA SISTERS 
1 1 /1 0 
D�E=L�I-A-=z=E=TAo--So-:-ha_v_e-a"""'b,..,.las- t with 
your parents and bring them by 
the house for some coffee and 
cookies. Love your Dee Zee sis­
ters 
________ 1 1 /1 0  
Campus Clips 
DELTA M U DELTA Fall I n itiation Cerem ony & Banquet wil l  be 
ov. 1 2th at 4pm at Boomer 's w/a Twist Sunday, N 
EASTER 
Greenup 
N GAMING GROUP will meet Sat. 1 1 /1 1  at 1 pm in the 
Rm. in the Student Union. Looking for roleplaying and 
board g ames. Bring your own game and be prepared to explain 
the rules 
THE CO UNSELING C E NTER wil l  h ave a workshop e ntitled 
- An Open Forum" presented by Cathie Reynolds of the 
o u nty H e alth Dept.  Tu e s .  Nov. 1 4t h  at 7pm in t h e  
e r  - University Union 
'A. l . D.S. 
Coles C 
Rathskell 
CHRISTI AN CAMPUS FELLOWSH I P  Sunday Morning Worship 
n.  Nov. 1 2th at 1 0:30p.m Christian Campus House. Just wil l  be Su 
behind L awson Hall. Come early for doughnuts, juice & m ilk. Call 
for more rides or info . 345-6990 
WESLEY 
live. Musi 
FOUNDATION AT EIU The L ighthouse is a bar alterna­
c/dancing and fun begins at 9pm. Follow the beacon to 
the Wesl ey Foundation Student Center. Open every Friday n ight 
eant Sign ups wil l  be Nov. 1 3- 1 6  from 1 1  am - 3 pm in  the 
y Union 
BSU Pag 
Un iversit 
PLEASE NOT E :  Campus C l ips are run free of charge O N E  DAY 
ONLY for any event. A l l  cl i ps shou ld  be s u b m itted to The Daily 
ews office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE T H E  
F EVENT. Exam p l e :  a n  e v e n t  sched u l e d  for  T h u rsday 
e s u b m itted as a C a m p u s  C l i p  by n o o n  Wed n esday. 
is deadl ine for Friday, Satu rday or Sunday events . )  C l ips 
Eastern n 
DATE 0 
s h o u l d  b 
Thursday 
subm itte d after deadl ine WILL NOT be published. No cl ips wi l l  be 
phone.  Any Cl ip  that is i l l egib le or  co�tains confl i_cting on WILL NOT BE RUN. C l ips my be edited for available 
taken by 
informati 
space.  
________ 1 1 /1 0  
F-i-nd_i_t i-n-th_e_C-la-s-sif-ied-s - hour ride in Hair's car. Send a Class1f1ed! ! 
--------�ha ________ 1 1 /1 0  _________ ,ha 
By Pepe 
\Ho-� 
Calvin and Hobbes 
I WOMOfR. �'i MAN * 
PVT otl EA� . 'ttAATS 
OlR P.\JRP'OSE? �Wi � . 
'tlE "ERE ?  ..-
Doonesbury 
by Bill Watterson 
··- -- - -
BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
Friday, November 1 0, 1 989  The Dally Eastern News 
pi�ers lose in  5 games 
� 
JEFF Sl\'ITH 
rts editor 
tf Eastern's volleyball team near­,fy p layed spoiler to Southern 
,�Jl inoi s '  Gateway Conference 
tournament aspirations Thursday 
'night in Carbondale, but came up t.Short in five games 9- 1 5 ,  5 - 1 5 ,  
', ''5-8, 16- 14, 12- 1 5. The Lady Panthers finish the 
conference season at 3-6, and are :now 1 7 - 1 4  overall . S outhern , .\vith the victory, clinches a tour­j\ey spot, improving to 6-3 in the Gateway and 1 5-9 overall. � The fourth-place Salukis lead �fth-place Western by one game, 
'.fith the Westerwinds having to tin its last two league matches, at Jome against Wichita State and 
$outhwest Missouri,  to tie $outhem for fourth and qualify (or the tournamenL 
1" The 2 hour, 10 minute match 
appeared over twice - after the 
Salukis quickly took the first two 
games and when they creeped to 
within one point of victory in 
game 4 at 14- 1 1 .  
Eastern reversed the tide after 
the  second game when head 
coach Betty Ralston performed a 
double switch, substituting Susie 
Green in to one outside h i tter 
spot ,  mov ing  outs ide  h i t ter 
Cindy Geib to the m iddle and 
removing Jennifer Aggertt from 
the lineup. 
The maneuver worked, Ralston 
said .  "After the changes , w e  
played a tough match," she said. 
The Lady Panthers overcame 
the second obstacle in the fourth 
game, when they scored the last 
five points of the game to turn a 
14- 1 1  deficit into a 16- 14 win. 
The game 4 win was short­
lived, though, as the team eventu­
ally ran out of gas, Ralston said. 
"It was a hard match," she said. 
"We let them get too far ahead in 
the match." 
The Lady Panthers received a 
school record-tying performance 
from middle hitter Ann Ruef. The 
senior tallied 1 2  blocks, which 
ties the Eastern record set by Geib 
in the Louisville Classic in 
September. 
ARROW TRA VEL 
348-01 47 
Men swimmers 
fal l to WKU 
Eastem's men's swim team 
lost its first road meet of the sea­son, 92-7 1  to Western Kentucky 
in Bowling Green, Ky. 
The Hil l  toppers ' depth 
proved to be too much for the 
Panthers, who dropped to 0-2, 
head coach Ray Padovan said. 
"They have a large squad and 
are a good team , "  he said .  
"They pretty much controlled 
the situation." 
The Panthers , meanwhile, 
struggled in their opening away 
contest,  Padovan said .  "We 
really did not swim well," he 
said.  "It could have been 
(because of) the trip, but we 
just struggled." 
Eastern did win three indi­
vidual events in the meet -
Mitch Moon, Mike Mccann, 
Bill Costello and Eric O'Neill 
took the 400-yard freestyle 
relay, John Ryan won the 200 
breaststroke and Moon claimed 
the 500 freestyle. 
By Provid ing : 
H EY MOM & DAD 
DON'T WORRY 
BE HAPPY 
MY S EC R ETARY 
* Resumes IS TAK I N G  GOOD @ *Term Paperss CARE OF M E !  • Letters of Appl ication 345- 1 1 50 903 1 8th St. 
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YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN� 
Hours 
Mon.-Thurs . 9-8 
Fri, 9-6 Sat. 1 0-5 Sun 1 -5 
©Jimmy John's Inc. 1 983 
Across from Old Main 
345-4600 
For EIU 25 yrs of TO K E N S  W E LC O M E S  YO U TO T H E Continuous Service PA R E NTS W E E K E N D S P E C I A L  Spirit 
�lassware 
-Pennants 
-EIU Knick Knacks 
-Posters 
-CD's & Cassettes -Cards 
"So This is it huh " 
EIU Dad Hat All Jackets 
112 off & Mom Sweats . 
Make it an EIU 
Christmas , Shop Now 
Tokens Balloon 
and Gift Delivery Dept . .  
for Any and All Occasions 
$ 7 .95-Balloon Bouquet, 
Candy, Card & Delivery 
$ 1 1 .95-Balloon Bouquet 
Candy, Card, Gift Memento 
& Delivery 
Larg e  s e l ect io n of · 
T- s h i rts & swe ats h i rts 
PARENTS : SAVE THIS 
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The Dally Eastern News 
Wrestlers gear for repeat 
By RICK FRANZ 
Staff writer 
pounds) are all hoping to finish 
their careers at Eastern on posi­
tive notes. 
Eastern's wrestling team, com­
ing off an impressive 12-2 record 
in dual meets last season, enters 
1989-90 with the confidence of 
repeating the accomplishments of 
a year ago. 
Juniors Ray S erbick ( 1 34 
pounds) and David Marlow ( 1 50 
pounds) both compiled 24- 1 5- 1 
records in their respective divi­
sions. 
Despite the experience on the 
squad, McCausland is hoping for 
the younger players to make con­
tributions to the team and to gain 
the confidence to lead the team in 
the future. 
"There's a lot of talent on this 
team ," said Ralph McCausland, . 
who is entering his seventh sea­
son as coach of Eastern 's grap­
plers. 
One of those talents is senior 
Terry Murphy, who last season 
posted a 16-4- 1 record in the 1 50-
pound division and qualified for 
the NCAA championships. 
"We have four  m onths to 
develop as a team," McCausland 
said. 
Also return ing is senior 
Copache Tyler, who was redshirt­
ed last season . Two years ago ,  
Tyler compiled a 36- 1 1  record in 
the heavyweight division and a 
year earlier won the national 
junior college championships. 
Despite the fact Eastern com­
petes against Big Ten schools like 
Illinois and Indiana, McCausland 
said h is  team performs wel l  
against the stronger opponents 
and that he doesn't prepare differ­
ently for those matches. 
" I  get exc ited about every 
match," he said. "The guys are 
looking forward to the open tour­
naments," he said. 
Overall , Eastern has 1 8  return­
ing players who McCausland 
hopes can repeat their success 
from last season. 
Seniors Craig Campbell ( 1 5-5 
last year in the 1 26-pound divi­
sion), Dean Souder (134 pounds) 
and S hawn B lackwell ( 1 77 
McCausland has high hopes for 
his grapplers, and he hopes the 
fact that Eastern is hosting the 
NCAA Wes tern Regional in 
March will motivate the players 
to their maximum ootential. 
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Golden Comb 
1 205 3RD St. 
( 1 - 1  /2 blks.  N .  Lincoln) 
345-7530 
Haircuts - $ 7.50 
Reg. Perm - $52. 00 
Tans - $4. 00 or 1 0 for $55 
expires Nov. 2 1 ,  1 989 
with coupon 
- - - - - - -
U!Aat�  
Il6�f'll.Q�ur 
SAJYDWICllES 
DIJYJYERS 
HOMEMADE DESSERTS 
canyout Available 
7th & Madison 
545-742 7 
Richard' s  Farm 
Restaurant 
Casey, IL 
2 17-932-5300 
, 
I 
I 
I 
_J 
25 miles Southeast of Charleston 
Enjoy the warm, relaxed 
atmosphere of an authentic 
1930's barn. 
• 1 lb .  Pork Chop (our specialty) 
• Steaks ,· Seafood & Chicken 
• Soup, Salad & Bread Bar 
• Weekend Specials 
Prime Rib & Catfish 
• Homemade Desserts 
incl.  Persimmon Pudding 
• Sunday Buffet 1 1  a .m.- 2 p.m.  
The perfect plate to bring 
the family on 
PARENTS WEEKEND. 
RESERVATIONS RECOMMENDED 
Friday, November 1 0, 1 989 
�-===' ' '�� +--������ ----- PONDEROSA i---------1 
224 RICHMOND AVE. EAST WE ACCEPT 
MATIOON, ILLINOIS jiiiiijii1 � -NEXT TO CROSS COUNTY MALL- ZJ 1-
ORJGINAL TENDERIZED 
KIBEYE AND 
CHOICE OF POTATO 
WHEN YOU PURCHASE THE BUFFET 
ONLY 
$ } .� 
EXTRA 
WEEKDAYS 4 P. M .  - CLOSE AND ALL DAY SATURDAY AND SUNDAY 
WE'LL INCLUDE YOUR DRINK ALSO 
-REGISTER TO WIN A CLASSIC CAR-
PARENT' S  WEEKEND 
CRYSTAL GAYLE 
IN CONCERT 
Tickets $ 1 3 .00 
Sat, Nov. 1 1  8 :00 p .m. 
Lantz Building 
581 -5 1 22 
MC 
VISA 
Sponsered by 1111 
WAFFLE C ONE S UPREME 
OR 
REGULAR S UNDAE 
FOR ONLY 
$}.25 Nov. 10- 1 2  
ROEE3INS 
WEST PARK PLAZA • CHARLESTON, IL 
634 W. LINCOLN • 345-333 1 
1 4A Friday, November 10, 1989 
N ew- kids on  the b lock 
" From page 16A 
starting forward spots - sophomores Barry Johnson 1 
and Dave Ol!lm, both of whom are traditional small 
forwards, Samuels said. "We don't have a true power 
forward on the team, except for Derek Kelley," he said. 
"At a school like Eastern. we sometimes just have to 
make do." 
The 6-7 Johnson (5 ppg), perhaps the team 's most 
gifted athlete, will handle much of the rebounding 
chores as well as scoring, Samuels said. "He's an ath­
lete, and can get to the boards," he said. 
Olson (3.5 ppg) could emerge as the Panthers' No. 1 
outside shooter; he shot 5 1 .4 percent from three-point 
range last season. However, the 6-6, 195-pound Olson 
could face problems in defensive matchups, sopho­
more center Jeff Mironcow said. "Olson will be going 
up against guys like Steve Phyfe (6-9 Northern Iowa 
forward) and Anthony Bonner (6-8 forward)," he said. 
Mironcow assumes the center position from graduat­
ed three-year starter Mike West, and will give F.astem 
its first legitimate starting post player since former star 
• 
and 1989 Portland NBA All-Star Kevin Duckworth, 
Samuels said. "He's the most skilled post-up player 
we've had since Duckworth," he said. 
Jones's new running mate in the ba:kcourt, sopho­
more off-guard Steve Rowe, is filling the expensive 
($ 1 1 5 ,000-plus New Jersey Nets salary) shoes of 
Taylor, but in his own unique fashion. ''The biggest 
surprise (of preseason) is Steve Rowe," Samuels said. 
"He's a slashing-type player. He goes to the boards, 
plays hard and yet he's scored well, too; he's gone 10 
for 10 and 10 for 11 in our two scrimmages." 
Among the reserve corps, the .Panthers ' depth -
Samuels named six players as in line for prominent 
playing time off the bench - will allow the team to 
pick up full-court defensive pressure and inject life 
through various lineup combinations on offense, he 
noted. "We're going to extend the defense," he said. 
"We're going to create some offensive excitement, 
too. We will move Barry to guard . . .  and might trY 
and play Jeff and Steve (6-9 Nicholson) together (for 
example)." 
• 
P i  Ka p p a  A l p h a  IIKA 
and  
M I L L E R 
H I G H  
L l· F E 
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PI KE FIG HT N IG HT 1 989 
whe n :  Nov. 1 3 , 1 4 , 1 5  ( 1 6 i f  needed) 
where :  Roe's ( Reg u l at ion r i ng & eq u i pment) 
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The Dally Eastern News 
A . l .D . S .  - AN OPEN FORUM 
This open forum will  provide up-to-date accurate information to separate 
facts from fiction, stop the epidemic of fear, and learn safe self-protection. 
Come, prepare yourself to deal with the situation. AIDS will touch us all in 
this decade. 
Cathie Reynolds, Coles County 
Health Department; 
A Panel of Eastern Health Care Experts: 
Dr. Richard Larson Dr. Kip McGilliard Dr. Bud Sanders 
Tuesday, November 14, 7:00 p.m. 
Rathskeller-University Union 
Sponsored by the Counseling Center 
H RISTMAS TREE 
FR SH CUT PREM M 
6 F OT SCOTCH I N E  
I PP E D  VIA U 
ON LY $35 PPD 
SEN D :  NAM E,  
AD D R ESS 
PHON E NO. & 
DATE P R E F  
V. 28-29/D EC 1 
ON EY O R D E  
OR CH ECK 
L..------i 
(ALLOW 2 WKS FOR C K) 
TO : HAR RISONS SCHWI N N  
03 LI NCOLN AVE .  
ARLESTON , I L  
21 7-345-4223 
JOSTENS 
COLD RING SALE . 
Sport Coat Suit Sale 
Sale Wool Blends 
1 50 to choose 
$959 $89 and up 
and up 
Sweaters 
Choose from 
all styles 
$500 off 
Down Filled 
Jackets 
sale $79 
Dress and Hanes 
Special Group 
Leather Trim 
2690 
Leather 
Jackets 
all styles $139 
and up 
Sport Shirt Sweat gss 
Sale Shirt� Stop 1 1 z  and browse 149° SHllFER 'S 
UP1�0WN 
IS COMING! 
SSO Off \SK 
540 0ff \4K 
s20 0ff 10K 
- - -"-
Don't order your ring until you see Jostens selection of ring designs. 
See your Jostens representative for more details. 
JOSTENS 
A M E R I C A . S C 0 L L E G E R I N G '" 
Date · November 9 1 o. 1 1  Tjme· 1 o ·oo am-3 ·oo pm Deposit Begujred: $25 oo 
PI U . . '=-:.:.:.- � rz:z:si ace : n 1 ve r s 1ty U n i o n  � l!!!iiiil l'Q2J 
Meet with your Jostens representative for full details. See our complete ring selection on display in your college bookstore. 
87-412 {CP·128-8fl) 
Welcome E.I.U. Parents! 
EASTERN 
vs. 4 
SOUTHWEST MISSOURI 
STATE , "'-
1 :30 p.m. Saturday 
at O 'Brien Stadium 
ries : Eastern leads 8-3- 1 . 
year :  Southwest M issou ri rang u p  266 yards rush ing  
red  fo u r  c o n s e cut ive  to u c h d ow n s  in  coast i n g  by 
41 -21 at Springfie ld ,  M o .  Eastern l inebacker Jeff M i l l s  
ckles i n  a los ing  effort .  
ams : Eastern is 6-3 overal l  and 3-2 i n  the Gateway. 
ou ld tie them for second place in the Gateway with 
ate . Southwest Missouri is 8- 1 and 5-0. The Bears , 
h nat ional ly in I -AA, have al ready c l i nched the con­
championsh ip  and an automatic p layoff berth . 
atch-u p :  Quarte rbacks Er ic  Arno ld  of Eastern vs . 
Sm ith of Southwest M i sso u r i .  Arno ld  wi l l  h ave to 
a lot of yards and complete passes to the end zone 
offset what wi l l  l i ke ly  be the most potent offensive 
stern wi l l  see a l l  season ,  led by the e lusive and m u lt i­
Smith .  
offense : M ike R u m m e l l  S E ,  D a n  P u rcel l  LT, Er ic 
LG , Pat Mu nda C ,  Brian Ficht! RG , Brent Fischer RT, 
re TE,  Er ic Arnold Q B ,  J o h n  Sengstock F B ,  Jam i e  
, Jason Cook FL.  
defense : Jeff Oett ing OLB,  John J u rkovic LT, Joe 
T, J im Sarver OLB,  J eff Mi l ls I LB ,  D im itri Stewart I L B ,  
e NKB,  R . L .  Reynolds LCB,  J uan C o x  R C B ,  Daryl 
SS, Rod Heard FS . 
west offense : Randy Rapert W R ,  Br ian Eddy LT, 
d LG , G reg Bolda C ,  Mark C hristiansen RG , John 
RT, Doug Adams W R ,  DeAndre Sm ith Q B ,  P h i l l i p  
, Eric Jenkins FB,  Tony G i lbert H B .  
est defense : Bi l l  Walter L E ,  Tony Tabor LT, Michael 
, � ichael Fox RE, Keith Gatl i n  I LB,  James Turnage 
Liston OLB,  Karl  Anthony CB, Reggie Young C B ,  
'Hips S S ,  Marcus Shipp FS. 
Eastern has the bal l :  Arnold wil l l ikely be forced to 
uthwest Missouri secondary, which is last in the con­
passing defense . However, Eastern wi l l  not concede 
game to the league's top rushing defense, accord-
ach Bob Spoo.  U n less the offense scores a lot -
ewhere in the 30-point range - it won't be enough .  
Southwest has the ball: Watch them r u n  variations 
· n as wel l  as a I -AA team can do. Smith is a master 
g the offense, which wi l l  include wishbone, flexbone 
d shoot. Runningbacks Col l ins and Gi lbert add to ! ­
rushing offense. 
Eastern's on defense: They' l l  be tested by the 
well Eastern players can cover their assignments 
the effectiveness of the Panther defense, considered 
the Gateway. 
rn wi l l  battle SMSU 
rom page 16A 
the loss. 
ran the ball at us at 
tucky) and hurt us a 
ing game," Branch 
cally, a team that is 
at  the Bears is able to 
'gh-powered offense 
. But, the Bears are 
Gateway in rushing 
v ing given up only 
g yards per game. 
However, they are last in passing 
defense, allowing 205 . 1  yards per 
game in that category. 
"I think what they are saying is 
that you've got to beat them pass­
ing," Spoo said. "But we'd like to 
have a balance." 
Eastern tailback Jamie Jones 
has gained 5 87 yards in e ight  
games ,  while freshmen running 
backs Edson Castillo and Broe 
Montgomery have gained 1 77 and 
1 34 yards apiece. 
IONE WORTH KNOWING 
it comes to planning your 
are lots of people you 
to: teachers, guidance 
college representatives 
, your parents. 
Because they can offer 
advice based on their 
ledge and years of 
They've also been 
are now-at the cross-
with career decisions 
to make on your own. 
's another community 
should consider, though-your Army Recruiter. 
s to Army benefits and opportunities, he knows 
he can advise you on which programs, skills and 
benefits apply to you. 
interested in earning money for college, learning a 
· or just talking about your future, call your local 
· r today. He's someone worth knowing. 
SERGEANT DAVIS 
MATTOON 234-3635 
Friday, November 1 0, 1 989 1 5A 
Soccer team wi l l  wrap u p  year 
Northwestern 
to host E I U  
By CHRIS BOGHOSSIAN 
Staff writer 
Eastern 's soccer team closes  
out  i ts  season on the shores of 
Lake Michigan Saturday when it 
trav e l s  to Evans ton  to face 
Northwestern University at 1 p.m. 
The Panthers , who moved to 
1 0-2-2 with their 1 -0 victory over 
Western Illinois on Wednesday, 
will be making some changes in 
their lineup because two starting 
fullbacks, sophomore Tom Pardo 
and s e n ior  Greg Muhr ,  were 
forced out of action. 
Pardo suffered a thigh injury in 
E a s tern ' s  2 - 0  v i c tory over  
S outhwest  Mi s souri S tate l a s t  
S aturday and  sat  out  of 
Wednesday 's Panthers win. 
"Tommy went to the student 
health center and we received a 
call from the football team 's doc­
tor, who informed me of the con­
sequences if he was to play," said 
head coach Cizo Mosnia ,  who 
will complete his  sixth year as  the 
pilot of the Panthers !Saturday. "I 
would not want to ruin his career 
in a game that is somewhat mean­
ingless." 
Although not injured, Muhr is 
ineligible for the contest because 
he received a red card for fighting 
in Wednesday ' s  contest ,  which 
gave him an immediate ejection 
and, under NCAA rules ,  bans him 
from playing in the game follow­
ing the red-card offense. 
"Greg has been a solid player 
and a really good c aptain , "  
Mosnia said of his sweeper back 
and four-year letterman. "He has 
been a steady performer and I 
wish there was something better 
for him , l ike getting into the 
national tournament, but I guess it 
just wasn't meant to be." 
Mosnia said he has several pos­
sibilities in mind for replacing the 
DAN JANKE/Staff photographer 
Eastern midfielder Greg Muhr is separated by the referee from a 
Western Illinois player Thursday afternoon just seconds before Muhr 
was ejected for an altercation with another Western player. Alex Moore 
(No. 8) and the rest of the Panthers stayed in the game for a 1 -0 win 
which gave them the confernce championship. 
two players, who have started all think everyone gave 100 percent. 
season long when healthy. "If they give 1 00 percent now, 
"(In Greg 's place), we might go when there is nothing to play for, 
with David Kompare at sweeper that shows that they are great ath­
back - give him a crash course ," letes .  Thi s  will show me who is 
Mosnia said. "We have also used made out of what - it ' s  a good 
Jeff Bullock (who has started in measuring stick." 
the Panthers last three games and Northwestern , led by forward 
played well) ." Jonathan Hall 's  10 goals and six 
"Ryzsard (Dro sdowski )  has assi sts , i s  7- 1 0, but its record is 
also seen some time back there, misleading. The Wildcats have lost 
so he is a possibility, and I might only two games by more than one 
try Steve Baker and see what he goal and beat Illinois  State and 
can do." Quincy, two teams the Panthers 
Mosnia added that because of had trouble with earlier this season. 
the big changes in personnel, he "All of their games have been 
will be using a new system for the very close - they haven ' t  been 
game. blown out by anyone ,"  Mosnia 
"We are going to use another said .  "They are a team that 
system to reinforce things in the doesn't give up no matter when it 
back," Mosnia said. "We ' ll try is in the season. They keep com­
something to capitalize on our ing at you. 
offensive attack." "They have a German coach 
Mosnia said he wasn ' t  com- (Mike Kunert) and play a typical 
pletely satisfied with his team 's German-type game .  We have 
effort on Wednesday and is hop- always had problems with them, 
ing the players perform up to their but hopefully we ' ll solve them 
full potential. this time. It's going to be a good 
"I ' m  looking for more from and aggressive game both ways 
them,"  Mosnia said. "They are and I'm hoping our players give 
capable of giving more - I don 't 1 1 0  percent." 
Wrestl i ng sq u ad ope ns 
• From page 1 6A 
team that upset powerhouse schools like Missouri 
and Northern Illinois last year? McCausland said the . 
this year 's  squad has comparable talent but may 
need the same team unity to bring back such a per­
formance. 
team thi s  year and they will need to come together a 
little bit." 
McCau sland said he hopes that the spot left 
vacant by Craig Sterr ( 1 1 8-pound), who graduated 
last year after earning a position on Eastern's  al l­
time top 10 list, will be filled soon. He said he is 
currently looking at freshmen John Weber and Jesse 
Turner to fill the big shoes left by Sterr. 
"We came into our own last year as far as being 
close-knit," McCausland said. "We are a different 
BASEBALL CARD SHOW 
EIU Lantz Gym Foyer 
lO am - 4  pm 
Admission: 
50¢ Children under 14 
MY PLACE LOUNGE 
727 SEVENTH ST. 
CHARLESTON, IL 
Is Proud to Present 
"THE CARL DEAN SHOW" 
THURS - FRI - SAT 
SHOW TIME 9- 1 
Parents will enjoy 
"ONE OF THE WORLD 'S WILDEST 
PIANO PLAYERS "  
Playoff berth st i l l  poss ib le  i f  Panthers wi n  
By AL LAGATTOLLA 
Associate sports editor 
Eastern's football team will see its season come to 
a c l imax when it hos t s  Gateway Conference  
champion Southwest Missouri State Saturday at 
1 : 30 p.m. at O'Brien Stadium. 
It will be a battle of defense and offense, as the 
Panthers (6-3 , 3-2 in the Gateway) have allowed 
only 1 2 .4 points per game, while the Bears have 
scored 36. 1 points per contest. 
"We ' re not going to shut them dow n , "  said 
Eastern coach B ob Spoo about the Southwest  
Missouri offense. "We've got to  hope to  slow them 
down." 
The Bears are 8- 1 and rated No.  5 in the nation 
and have already sewn up an NCAA playoff berth, 
while the Panthers need to win their remaining 
contests against Southwest Missouri and Western 
Kentucky. 
"We've got the door open for us now," said Spoo 
of Eastern 's playoff chances. "I hope that we take 
advantage of it." 
With the Bears (5 -0 in conference play) having 
accomplished their season 's goai of a conference 
championship, Spoo said they may be lacking in 
motivation. • 
"You 've got to consider their emotion," Spoo 
said. "I'm sure they want to win it, but they have 
already achieved the ir g o al of a c onference 
championship." 
The Bears have earned that championship behind 
their multi-option offense . Quarterback DeAndre 
Smith leads that offense, and he leads the Gateway 
in rushing, scoring and passing efficiency. 
"He can throw. He's doing a great job," Spoo said 
of Smith. "If we can slow him down a bit, it can 't 
hurt our outcome at all ." 
Smith does run out of the wishbone, but is not 
confined to that offensive set. 
"It 's  not just the wishbone ," said Spoo of the 
offense that is notorious for running the ball. "It's a 
multiple offense that has a chance to be effective at 
any time." 
And Spoo real izes  the problems that option 
offenses cause for defenses. 
"Defending opt ion footbal l  is the mos t  
chal l enging of ass ignments , "  Spoo  said . "And 
obv ious ly  execu ting them i s  even more 
challenging."  
If Eastern cornerback R.L.  Reynolds  i s  any 
indication, the Panther defense will be ready for that 
challenge. 
"We probably will have to get our helmets on a 
little tighter," Reynolds said. "Snap them on a little 
tighter, because we have to make some hits, some 
good hits ."  
But despite Southwest Missouri ' s  reputation,  
Spoo does not concede a defeat. 
"Who is not beatable," Spoo said. "Even Notre 
Dame is going to have to face some opponents that 
are capable."  
And the Bears do have one loss, 42-33 to Western 
Kentucky. 
S outhwes t  M i s souri coach Jes se  B ranc h  
• Continued o n  page 15A 
"'"""� 
THOM RAKESTRAW/Associate photo editor 
Eastern point guard Gerald Jones, the only returning starter from last year's 16-16 team, was among the 
focus of attention at the Panthers' media day Thursday at Lantz Gym. 
New kids o n  the b lock 
You ng basketbal l  squad beg i ns new chapter 
By JEFF SMITH 
Sports editor 
To the naked eye, Eastern ' s  
men's basketball team's 1 989-90 
roster is nearly unrecognizable. 
To head coach Rick Samuels, it's 
a group of players that c ould 
eventually be one of  the 
Panthers' best ever. 
"I think this may be the most 
talented group we 've had here 
since the Duckworth-Col l ins  
era," Samuels said of  the senior­
less Panthers. "And, it has the 
potential to do much more." 
However, for the time being, 
the young team ( 1 3  of the 1 6  
players  are fre shmen or 
sophomores) will have to rely on 
THE PANTHER FIVE:  
Center Jeff Mironcow 6-9 Soph. 
Fol'Y!ard Barry Johnson 6-7 Soph. 
Forward Dave Olson 6-6 Soph. 
Guard Gerald Jones 5-1 o Jr. 
Guard Steve Rowe 6-1 Soph. 
. ·: THE KEY RESERVES: 
Center Steve Nicholson 6-9 Jr. 
. Forward Derek Kelley 6-8 Fr. 
Forward Eric West 6-5 Fr. 
Guard Kavien Martin 6-4 Soph. 
Guard R.J . Krunk 6-4 Jr. 
Samuels '  theme for this year 's 
Panthers :  youthful enthusiasm, 
he said. "We're going to have to 
play hard. We ' re not going to 
out-talent people," he said. 
Eastern , 1 6- 1 6  last  season,  
returns just one full-time starter, 
junior point guard Gerald Jones, 
who averaged 1 3 .6 points per 
game in ' 89 - ' 90 ( second to 
Association of Mid-Continent 
Universities Play�r of 'the Year 
Jay Taylor) . And ,  whi le  the 
Panthers ' senior member admits 
he wi l l  be the first player 
expected to take up Taylor ' s  
vacated points , h e  won ' t  carry 
the burden. "I guess I 'm going to 
have to produce more," he said. 
"However, there are some other 
players who can shoot the ball 
like I can." 
The two players Jone s 
mentioned as fellow shooting 
partners w i ll man the two 
" Continued on page 14A 
THOM RAKESTRAW/Ass ' 
Eastern flanker Jason Cook snares a pass at O'Brien pr, 
preperation for the Panthers' final home game of the seas 
Saturday against Gateway champion Southwest Missouri S 
Wrest l i ng squad o 
at Western M ich ig 
By JERRY SOLBERG 
Staff writer 
Eastern ' s  wre st l ing squad 
begins the task of trying to top 
last season 's NCAA tournament­
studded effort Friday night at the 
• Murphy, Tyler 
lead wrestlers. 
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Eastern Michigan Open i n  
Ypsilanti , Mich. 
At th i s  w eekend ' s  season  
opener,  Eas tern coach Ralph 
McCausland said he only plans to 
take 1 0  wrestler s ,  so he can ' t  
really consider the tourney the 
team's official opener. 
"This  real ly won ' t  be our 
opening tournament with us only 
bringing 1 0  guy s , "  sa id  
McCausland. "This is kind of  like 
an exhibition match for us." 
Although the real heart of the 
season begins  over Christmas 
break for the Panthers, when the 
dual meets start, McCausland still 
said he fee l s  that these early 
tournaments are beneficial. 
"They wi l l  get  a lo t  o f  
experience (from the early open 
tournaments)," McCausland said. 
"They (Eastern · wrestlers) get a 
good chance to wrestle guys that 
they won ' t  face later on in the 
season." 
The Panthers also have a good 
chance to repeat a season in 
which they compiled the third­
highest  number of wins  in 3 9  
years of Eastern wrestling. 
Eastern 's Terry Murphy ( 1 50-
pound class) and Marty Molina 
( 1 77-pound) both qualified for 
last season 's national tournament 
for Eastern . B ut only Murphy, 
who was 1 6-4- 1 in his first year 
after tran sferring to Eas tern,  
returns for his fi 
Mol ina graduate 
sixth in the nation. 
"Terry got  a 
national tournam 
and has gained the 
s trength neede 
outstanding seni 
Eastern coach Ral 
After redshir 
senior  Copache 
American two y 
to strengthen an 
team. 
"He has the 
said. "He's g · 
(up to 2 3 2 )  a 
strength." 
Also returnin 
sol id l ineup of 
seniors Craig 
pound)  and S 
( 1 90-pound), j 
( 1 34-pound), 
pound) and Bo 
pound)  and s 
Papes ( 1 58-po 
So, will we 
One of Nashville ' s  top 
female performers brings 
her country sound to town 
B Y  S A N D Y  S K A D A U S K I  
She was a coal miner's daughter, 
too . 
Brenda Gail Webb was born to a 
coal miner and his family on Jan . 9 ,  
195 1 .  Little did they know that baby 
girl would follow in her famous sister 
Loretta Lynn's footsteps to become 
a country singer. · 
· That l itt le gir l  was ,  of course , 
C rysta l  Gayle . Gayle  wi l l  be  
performing in  at  8 p .m.  Saturday in 
Lantz Gym. 
''I 've loved singing ever since I was 
a little girl , "  said Gayle , adding her 
family influenced her greatly. 
Throughout her career, Gayle has 
been  surrounded by support ive 
people , but she said she would have 
made it one way or the other. "Even 
if I didn't have someone with me , I'd 
still do it , "  she said in a telephone 
inte rview from Ca l i forn ia  
Wednesday. 
And C rysta l  certa in ly  has  
accompl i shed  a lot  dur ing he r  
musical career. With her first song in 
1 9 7 0  called " I've Cried (the Blue 
R ight  Out of My Eyes ) , Gayle ' s  
career started rolling forward . 
Gayle started recording under the 
label her sister Loretta recorded on, 
Decca , which later became MCA . 
Her tenure at MCA lasted until early 
i n  1 9 7 9  when she  moved to  
Columbia Records . 
While recording at Decca , Gayle 
released her first album Crys ta l in 
1 9 7 6  and fol lowed with another 
album in  1 9 7 7  cal led We Mu s t  
Be l i e v e i n  Ma g i c , which  went  
platinum in 1 978 . We Must Believe 
in Magic was the first LP by a female 
country artist to sell over a million 
copies. 
Gayle ' s  next a lbum Wh e n  I 
Dream ( 1978) also reached platinum 
status and set off a number of so­
called crossover (meaning crossing 
musical boundaries from country to 
popular) hits such as "Don't It Make 
My Brown Eyes Blue , "  her  f i rsf  
number one hit ' ' I ' ll Get Over You,"  
and ' ' I ' ll Do It All Over Again . "  
In 1975 ,  Gayle was voted "most 
promising female vocalist" by the 
Academy of Country Music and in 
1976,  1977 ,  and 1979,  won awards 
from the Academy as a top female 
vocalist . But the honors didn't stop 
there . The C ountry Mus ic  
Association honored her  as  " best 
female singer" in 1977-78 and Gayle 
was nominated for entertainer of the 
year in 1978-79 .  
Even though music has changed 
with the times, Gayle still believes in 
her  own style and attributes her 
career to her background . " I  don't 
change for the sake of  a fad o r  
style , "  she said . " I  have more o f  a 
personality career and I 'm lucky to 
have the people around me that I 
d " 0.  
" I  have a big background of  
different music  such as fo lk  and 
country, "  Gayle added. 
Gayle noted that many of the pop 
songs today are usually duplicated in 
sound . " If you notice many of the 
number one songs go up the chart 
because they sound like the number 
one song before it , "  Gayle said . 
" My roots are definitely country 
but I sing it all , "  Gayle said . "I love to 
sing songs written in any kind of 
style . I t  may be good, or it  may be 
bad . "  
One o f  Gayle 's favorite pop artists 
is Richard Marx . "I think I like him 
because I'm more familiar with him, 
and he marr ied  someone  f rom 
Nashville , "  she said . 
By the late 1970s, Gayle gained 
international recognition through her 
televis ion appearances with Lou 
Rawls , the Osmond Brothers , Bob 
Hope , the Muppets . Not only has 
she starred with popular celeberties, 
she has had a few television specials 
of her  own . "The C rystal  Gayle 
Special" in December of 1979 was 
the first special for a female co�ntry 
singer. 
In 1 982 ,  she left Columbia and 
s igned  with Warner  Brothers  
Records and released four more 
albums with hit songs such as "Me 
Against the Night , "  "Nobody Wants 
To Be Alone , "  and "Cry. " 
Not only has the song "Don't it 
Make My Brown Eyes Blue " been 
associated with her name , 'but her 
long hair has been a trademark for 
• Con tin ued on page 9 
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RESTAURANTS/BARS 
Boomers 
506 W. Lincoln Ave . 
Sat : Chuck White 's Jazz Trio. 
8 :30 p .m.  
Must be 21 to enter. 
Sun : brunch 10-2 
Charleston Inn 
All Weekend: Ivory Coast 
9 p .m.  
Must be 2 1  to enter 
E.L.  Kracker's 
Extended dining hours : 
Sat : 1 1-2 lunch and 
3 :30-10  for dinner 
Sun: 9-1 :30 brunch 
My Place 
727 Seventh St . 
All WeekC?nd: Carl Dean._ . 
pianist playing''50s·; ' 60s...anCI 
' 70s songs 9 p .m.  
$ 1 Cover 
Teds 
102 N. Sixth St . 
Fri : Clockwork Orange , 
Sat : Noyzz 
Bands start at 9 :30 ,  
Doors open at 8 .  
$2 Cover, free with coupon 
G R E E K S  
Alpha Gamma Delta­
Open house 
9 :30 a .m.  until 2 p .m.  Sat . 
Alpha Phi­
Reception at house 
Alpha Sigma Alpha­
Breakfast or luncheon 
before game 
Delta Tau Delta­
Brunch on Sat . ,  
Breakfast o n  Sun . 
Delta Zeta-
1 1-1  Sat , open house 
with refreshments 
Sigma Kappa­
Reception at house after 
football game 
Sigma Pi-
Reception on Saturday 
morning 
Sigma Sigma Sigma­
Open house 
STAFF 
Editor . . . . . .  Matthew Maynard 
' Asst. Editor . . . . . . . .  .Dan Janke j ��!;==���:=··· Staff writers . .  Bret  Lowmon> 
.t-; Sandi Skadauski , Jennie .
·. · ·  
Kominoski , Eileen Powlak, 
Jenn i fer  Stephens , Pete 
Scale s ,  Dave L indquist , 
Roger Johnson . 
HALF PRICE 
SALE(lL> 
Banquet 
Din ners 
77¢ 1 0 . 75 oz. 
700 W. Lincoln Charleston 
Tropicana 
Orange J uice 
$1 .1 6 64 oz . 
Catch the /GA savings 
fliers available in store. 
We ac��pt :persoli�I checks. 
Parents Weekend 
SPECIAL 
CO-ED HAIRSTYLING 
Thurs - Sat 
9- 1 1 
HAIRCUTS 6.50 Reg . $9 
PERMS $ 7 .00 off 
Reg. $37 .00 & up 
Check out  our  sa le on Pau l  Mi tchell  
7th & 
L inco ln  
Styl ists 
Tina 
Mindy 
Patty 
& Scruples ' 
Products 
348-781 8 
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Tau Kappa Epsilon­
Open house Saturday 
after the game . 
C A M P U S  
Crystal Gayle 8 p .m.  Sat . 
Lantz Gymnasium 
Eastern vs . Southwest Missouri 
football game, 1 :30 p .m .  Sat . 
O'Brien field 
$9 reserved, $7 general 
admission, $3 high school and 
senior citizens, $ .50 students 
Dvorak Concert Hall : 
Fri : Centerstage, production 
featuring show choir, jazz band 
and opera star Kathy Terrell 
7 :30 p .m .  
$6 adults, $4 senior citizens, 
$3 students 
Sun: Eastern's Marching 
Pathers concert 3 p .m.  
$3 adults, $2 senior citizens, 
$ 1 students 
Batman 6 : 30 and 9 p .m.  Fri . 
Buzzard Auditorium 
$ 1 .50 
C O R R E C T I O N  
I n  l a s t  w e e k ' s  f e a t u r e  
s to ry  about  J o a n  A l l e n  J .  
Sain was mis identif ied .  Sain 
is  a faculty assistant respon­
s ib l e  for bookke e p i n g  and 
t i c ke t  s a l e s . He n e v e r  
d irected Allen i n  a play . 
We 
"Love" 
2°/o COKE 
M I LK PEPSI , RC 
One $1 97 2 99� Gal lon Liter 
BOON ES MALI B U  
WIN E  R U M  
750 21300 750 $61 9 M L  M L  
LITTLE KINGS EVE RC LEAR 
or ROLLING PASSION ROCK G rape 21700 7 oz $259 Peach 
Bottles Tropical 
4 Pack 
MI LLER NATU RAL 
LITE LIG HT 
1 2  pack $469 1 2  pack $299 
1 2  oz cans 1 2  oz cans 
Coors Party Bal l 
5 . 1 gal lons of Coors Beer 
Light o r  Extra Gold $1 999 
Tapper on ly 899 -
Sun. 
1 2-5 pm 
BIU "Students" 
and 
"Parents" 
1 1Kussell Athletic .. Sweatshirts for 
Mom and Dad 
$ 1 0.00 
Sweaters 
Pre-Printed 
1 00% Cotton Heavy Weights 
Levi Jeans 
We Are A Kussel Athletic Outlet! 
Bargains Galore! 
345-6944 407 A Linco ln  Ave. 
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HORSESHOES & HAND GRENADES UNCLE BILL'S RESTAURANT I Serving Home Style Meals DAVID L INDQU IST + PETE SCALES I including 1§1 In our modem world, kids need role models. Since . 
parents and baseball players are usually out of the 
quest ion , k ids resort to f i n d i ng some sense of 
themselves by watching TV. But what do they have 
there? Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles. The worst of 
t h is  lo t  i s  by far ,  t h e  P e a n uts  G a n g .  T h e s e  
characters a r e  so deeply d i stu rbed b y  Char les 
Schultz's delusions of  what kids are l ike,  they cannot 
cope with any bit of reality. 
This week, H&HG sl ips on its col lective lab coat to 
conduct a psychological study of th�se characters. 
Firstly, we have an ovetview of how we believe 
Schultz has deranged his characters by subjecting 
them to lives of physical and mental torture . 
• All members of the Peanuts Gang have 50-year­
old sensibilities trapped in the bodies of 8-year-olds. 
• They obviously live near some nuclear waste 
facility, because their arms are just 9 1/2 inches 
long, and their heads are the size of pumpkins. 
• The gang has been forced by Schultz into selling 
insurance for Metropolitan Life. 
Charlie Brown - A complete neurotic, manic­
depressive with a self-defeating �ttitude about 
everything he does . Kind of�like Woody Allen,  
though he could never coax Muriel Heiningway into 
going to bed with him. 
Lucy Van Buren - A meglamanic. In a never­
ending search for power and dominance over the 
weak and powerless Charlie Brown. 
HEY 
· BEANS! 
THANKS FOR 
EVE RYTH ING. 
YOU'RE THE 
G REATEST! 
. C LOVE, YOU R  6 BEAUTIES 
a�Q� 
� · ·-�\}. � On the Square 
Charleston, I L  
SATURDA Y: 
WELCOME 
PARENTS! !  
Labatts Blue 
1 .50 
• • • • • • • • • • •  
come check out our 
new 
"JUICE BAK" 
'uices & a wide variet 
of garnishes 
Linus Van Buren - � ( 
Completely and utterly anally 
and orally retentive. He has a co... 
severe Oedipus complex as he 
uses his blanket to serve as his 
surrogate mother and mate . 
The constant sucking of the 
thumb , and the refusal of 
Sally ' s  advances points to 
homosexual tendencies. 
Peppermint Patty - .# 
Approaches to "Chuck," and " 
her insistence that Marcy ref er 
to her as " Sir, " denotes suppressed lesbian 
tendencies. 
Franklin - Garrett Morris. 
Schroeder - Completely anti-social and elitist in 
his intellectual pursuits. He's Aryan-looking and loves 
Strauss and Beethoven. With the combination of 
these traits, we have come to the conclusion that 
Schroeder is Adolf Hitli:!r. 
Snoopy - Delusionary tendencies (Red Baron 
sequence was quite hallucinogenic} . He attempts 
reverse-beastiality with several characters - exactly 
like Wood.; Allen. 
· Horseshoes & Hand Grenades wou ld like to 
thank the several equally disturbed guinea pigs 
who con tributed to this study - Ed, Tara, Matt, 
Rog, and Robb. 
· 
; Catfish Fillets & I � Texas Style Steaks I 
I ---- Daily Lunch Specials ---- I � Open Daily 1 700 Broadway � � 6 am- 1 :30 pm Matoon, II � � Fri & Sat Til 7 : 30 pm 234-6565 � I " The Finest Food For The Finest People" I 
lZJ jj] FINAL TOUCH 
GALLERY 8c FRAME SHOPPE 
CUSTOM FRAMING . 
•Conservation 
•Needlepoint 
• Photo Mount ing 
LIMITED .& OPEN EDITION 
FINE ART PRINTS 
• Poster Art 
•Wi ld life Art 
•La�dscapes 
· •Americana & Prim itives 
· Reprod uctions 
Open Tues · Sat 
1 0  am - Spm 
1J 1) 
t 
•Over 200 Prints i n  stock 
1 1 20 Lakeland Blvd. 
Mattoon • 234-3939 
(Accross from Hardees) 
Who Else But Zenith Could Fit 
386 Desktop PC Performance � 
Into Your PC Budget? � 
ZEN"H INNOVATES AGAINTM 
Z-3S6 SX 
' : .,. - ...  
From the world's number one family of PC 
compatibles* comes Zenith's Z-386 SX­
for faster, more affordable 386 power! 
If you' re ready for 386 desktop 
performance, but your  budget isn 't, then 
Zenith Data Systems has just the answer­
the z� 386 sx. 
With the number-crunching power of the 
lntel 386SX ™ microprocessor, the Z-386 SX 
offers special cache memory to g ive you 
processing speeds faster than many 
conventional 386 desktop PCs. 
And yet, its SX architecture makes the 
Z-386 SX about as affordable as a 286 
desktop. So you can run high- performance 
386 software for advanced financial, scientific 
and engineering applications . . . without the 
386 price. 
Zenith's Z-386 SX also Je� you take 
advantage ot thousands of industry standard 
peripherals . . .  as well as such advanced 
operating environments as MS OS/2�· It even 
comes standard with MS-DOS 3.3 Plus® and 
a VGA video card . And all hard drive models 
include Microsoft® Windows/386. 
So if you've always wanted 386 desktop 
performance-but at a 286 desktop price-get 
Zen ith's innovative Z- 386 SX today! 
u 1) 
t 
' . .. .. 
:.- . ,, 
"MAKE YOUR DRINKS 
YOUR OWN WAY" 
1 0  AM - ? 
• • • • • • • • • • •  
KITCHEN SPECIAL 
,.,,. , data systems 
For 386 Desktop Performance On A 286 
Desktop Budget, Get Zenith's Z-386 SX 
Today At: 
Rib Eye 
Sandwich 
Basket 
3 . 95 
1 1 -5 
I FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 1 0, 1 989 
-
Computer Services 
Cheryl Hackman 
(2 1 7) 58 1 -26 1 1 
-
Graphics simulate Microsoft · Wmdows. a product and trademark of Microsoft Corporati o n .  M S - DOS 3 .3  Plus and MS OS/2 are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation 
·source· Dataquest c 1 989. Zenith Data Systems 
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B A N D S  
C O N C E R T S  
Coun t  Basie at 79. &sie died 
in 1 984. 
Dizzy. 
plays· 
The Count 
Local band · gears up 
for weekend show The king of jazz and bop 
· BY EILEEN PAWLAK 
Staff writer 
Class ic  rock and country 
music fans won't want to miss 
the local band,  Hot Set U p ,  
playing at My Place Lounge on 
Nov. 1 1 at 9  p .m.  
The band consists of  four 
members from the Charleston 
are a ;  H aro ld ,Sawyer ,  l ead 
voca ls  and drum s ,  Dean 
Walden on  keyboards ,  Sonny 
Swi sher  on  bass  and  J o h n  
Sawyer, lead guitar, fiddle and 
turtle steel. 
John Sawyer said Hot Set 
Up has been together s ince 
1 983  and ' has establ ished a 
good local following . They have 
been  _ p lay ing  around 
Char les ton ever  s ince  the i r  
begirming-. :_,Besides Charleston, 
��t11e band frequently plays in 
'"' '" '"' l ."- -·� l (f d* �· 1v1attoo� Asumore , Lerna an 
I 
Shelbyville . 
The band usually plays two or 
three of original songs written 
by Walde n ,  but Sawyer said 
their main concentration is on 
popular  songs from groups 
such  as  ZZ Top ,  C redence  
Clearwater Revival and  The  
Georgia Satellites .  
"The band is  out to have a 
good t ime and l i ft  people ' s  
spirits , "  said. Sawyer. " I  l ike 
people to leave our show in a 
good mood."  
O n e  of  the  bands  major  
accompl i shments  was  an 
opening gig for Ronny Milsap. 
The group enjoyed travel ing 
with Mi l sap , and l i ke many 
bands , would not mind making 
it big . Sawyer said the group is 
happy at the level they are at, 
but his personal goal would be 
to  p l ay i n  a band  wi th  
entertainers he  has opened for. 
BY MATTHEW MAYNARD 
Verge editor 
Dizzy Gillespie is truly one of 
the world ' s  jazz  greats . H i s  
career  spans  more t h a n  6 0  
years of continuously changing 
fads and styles , but keeping up 
with the changing times never 
worr ied  G i l l e sp i e . That ' s  
because it was he who usually 
instigated the change . 
To get an idea of the longevity 
of th i s  man ,  one need only 
compare his caree r  with a 
h i stor i ca l  marker. H e rb e rt -
Hoover was president when 
Gillespie broke on to the jazz 
scene at 14 in his home town 
of Cheraw , North Carol ina . 
Even at that young age it was 
appare nt that  he had 
something special . 
S P E C I A L  E V E N T S  
Gillespie will appear at the 
Assembly Hall in Champaign at 
8 p .m .  Monday to tribute the 
late band leader Count Basie . 
The show is titled Dizzy and 
Mr. B .  Salute the  Count . 
T i ckets  cost  $ 1 0 ,  $ 1 2  and 
$ 1 5 ,  and are available at the 
Assembly Hall box office , and 
by phone at 333-5000. Tarble Arts Center 
The Mr. B. is , of course , Billy 
Eckstine . Monday's  show will 
mark the first time these two 
legends have played together 
. . 
starts second Sampler 
BY JENNIFER STEPHENS 
Staff writer 
Traveling Watercolors of the since Gillespie broke with the 
Romantic Era . "  It will discuss band in the 1 940s. 
wate rcolor ists , within and Eckstine formed his now-
On Nov. 12, the Tarble Arts outside of the borders of the famous band in 1 944.  · From 
Center wil l  p resent  Fai:nily Brit ish Is le s ,  pa int ing  the that band came such j a z z  
Sampler Sunday, a program for iandscape on-site . innovators as Gillespie himself, 
area residents and their families Also at 2 p.m. , Donna Meeks C harlie 
" Bird" Parker, M iles 
to " sample" what the Tarble wi l l  present  a watercolor  Davis, Fats Navarro and Sarah 
Arts Center has to offer. ksh f h h'ld Th Vaughan. wor op or t e c 1 ren. e Of all the talented people Donna Meeks, the curator of children will explore the English Gillespie has ever jammed with, 
education at the Tarble �rts landscape through sl ides as who is his favorite? Without 
C�nter,: 
�ai� , "The Nov . _1�·.; !h���� �r'7�t�, , �he ir: o�n : hesitat ion - · G i l lespie  said , 
Sa:n
,
pI�r !will  �e, �u.� .��C?1?d . ��ter�olors� � ; • , · "Charlie Parker is way out in on� . TP� Pr.09tafn:. started last . , Meeks said the program was fro n t .  N obody can touch 
y�r anQ this is  the second jn a not purposely scheduled on Parker. " 
series of six Samplers. Parents Weekend, but she said, In a 'telephone interview, 
Family Sampler Sunday is a " 1 ,would hope that parents and Gillespie said he likes today's 
series of one-day events that students woula come."  jazz, but only jazz . There isn't 
allow parents and children to Two art exhibits will be :on much room . for anyt h i n g  
participate i n  art activities.  The · display during t h e  sampler.  �utside that ge�re . He p�ays , 
program begins at 2 p m  on "P rt 't d p ct ,, .11 be hstens to and hves only Jazz . 
S d 'th I 'd 1 tu
. . 
f 
o
d_
ra1
l
s � h
ro
M
s� sG. allwi . "I 'm a jazz musician ,"  Gillespie un ay, WI a s 1 e ec re or on tsp ay m t e am enes . · t I II . .. says m a qme , ow grave y a?��ts . Dr. Malcolm Warner, until. �ec . 1 0 ,  and Shibori : vo ice . 'T m a jazz  mus ic ian visiting research curator at the Traditional and Contemporary through and through . " 
Art Institute of Chicago , will Japanese Tie-Dyeing" will be on G i l l e sp i e  l i kes  the  new 
present the lecture entitled " In exhibit in the Brainard Gallery sounds . " I  l ike some of those 
Pursuit  of  the  P i cturesque : until Nov. 28. guys . I l i ke W i nton and  
AP photo 
Dizzy Gil lespie leads a bebop jam session recent ly in a New 
York n ightclub. 
Branford Marsal is , " he said . 
Although there are differences 
from the old-t imers . 
"Everybody's going for rhythm, 
not as much for melody. "  
If anybody can comment on 
the condition of jazz today, it's 
Gi l lespie . Some sources 
contend i t  was Gillespie who 
coined the term "bebop. "  
The story read in  the 1 959 
edition of Current  Biography 
like this : Gillespie was trying to 
explain how a musical phrase 
went to a fellow musician, but 
the horn player just couldn 't  
figure it  out . Gillespie finally 
sang "be-bop, be-bop, be-bop. " 
� -But Gillespie said it didn' t  
happen that way. "We all did 
it , "  Gi l lespie  said 9f his · 
contemporaries .  " The notes 
were like words to us. It started 
by ·accenting a note . We just 
playeq accents  on c e rtain  
notes. "  . 
This method was so developed 
with jazz musicians that they 
didn't give any actual names to 
compositions . "We didn't have 
t i t l es  for  songs . I ' d  just  go  
(Gillespie sings a long string of 
notes )  and the band  would 
know what I was talking about . 
I 'd sing (more notes) , and the 
band knew I'd wanted to play 
"Max is Makin' Wax,"  Gillespie 
said. 
Gillespie became famous not 
just for his music . He literally 
had the  abi l t iy  to change 
p e o p l e ' s  attitudes toward 
music, and in his career he had 
to change more than a few 
people's ideas of what jazz was. 
He wasn't always considered an 
icon . In fact , when his first 
broke into the big time , both 
- the public and many of his peer 
musicians thought very little the 
new music called bebop. 
"People thought it was very 
bad. People think anything new 
is very bad , "  Gil lespie said. 
When did people start to catch 
on? " It was gradual thing."  
After touring for 60 years, 
you'd think Gillespie would be 
ready to quit, but not so. "I like 
it too much to stop, "  he said. 
The puffy-cheeked , bent 
horned trumpet player from 
North Carolina said he has no 
intention of ever quitting . He 
co m pared what he does to 
judges .  
"Some of those guys are 89 
years  o ld . I t ' s  l ike the  law;  
there ' s  no  l imits , "  Gi l lespie 
said . 1'TR'S 
OAR & �IZZEIUA SIGMA KAPPA 
Coors 
Light 
Quarts 
$ 2 . 2 5  
WELCOMES ALL E. l . U. PARENTS ! !  
. HAVE A GREAT WEEKEND ! ! 
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M O V I E S  
Here are the top movies for the week­
end  as ta l l ied by E ntertainment Data 
and Exhibitor Relations. 
1 .  "Look Who's Talking , "  Tri­
Star 
2 .  "The Bear, " Tri-Star 
3.  "Shocker, " U niversal 
4.  "Crimes and 
Misdemeanors , "  Orion 
5 .  "Second Sight," Warner 
Bros. 
6. "Phantom of the Opera ,"  
2 1 st Century 
7. "Next of Kin , "  Warner Bros 
8.  "Sea of Love, "  U n iversal 
9. "Gross Anatomy, " Disney 
1 0 . "The Fabu lous Baker 
Boys , "  20th Centu ry Fox 
Selleck's latest role believable 
An Innocent Man 
Touchstone Pictures 
Rated : R 
Reviewed by Bret Loman 
Television is a medium that 
has been very k ind to Tom 
Selleck considering the success 
of "Magnum P. I . " .  
Motion p icture s ,  thoug h ,  
haven't been so generous . 
Selleck has made a batch of 
action-drama films ,  including 
" Runaway " and " Lass i ter, " 
which were both box-off ice 
flops . 
However, he did have great 
success with the cutesy comedy 
"Three Men & a Baby" ,  but his 
follow-up comedy, "Her Alibi" 
was another failure . 
Well , Selleck's latest release 
"An Innocent Man " shows a 
different Selleck than " Baby" 
or "Magnum, "  and it seems to 
work. 
"An  Innocent  Man  stars  
Selleck as Jimmy Rainwood . 
Jimmy leads a very normal and 
happy life . (Don't they all start 
that way. )  
Jimmy and his wife , Kate , 
are planning a future of chil­
dren and travel . 
However, their future is put 
on hold when a couple of "hot 
A L B U M S  
Tom Selleck 
shot " narcot ic  cops make a 
cost ly  er ror  that  tu rns  the  
Rainwoods' life upside down. 
One evening the cops inad­
vertantly get the wrong address 
of a drug bust they are sup­
posed to make . The address 
happens to be the home of the 
Rainwoods. The cops break in 
and shoot Jimmy. 
Unfortunately, the cops are 
working for a well · known durg 
dealer, who has been paying 
the cops to bust his competi­
tion and steal half the drugs . In 
turn the cops get big bucks. 
A mistake l ike theirs could 
put a damper on their arrange­
ment, so to cover up the inci­
dent the cops plant drugs in the 
Rainwood ' s  house and make 
up a story of how Jimmy tried 
to shoot them. 
A trial ensues and Jimmy is 
found guilty and sent to jai l , 
where he d i scovers that  he 
must fight for his survival and 
adapt to the rules of prison . 
Surprisingly enough , "An 
Innocent Man " is a pleasant 
drama with a fine cast . 
Tom Selleck, who could have 
p layed J immy exact ly  l i ke 
Thomas Magnum, gives a nice 
performance . 
F. Murray Abraham as Virgil , 
an  i n mate who bef r i ends  
Jimmy and  David Rasche as 
the villaness cop also give top 
notch performances . I was also 
surpr ised by Lat ia Robb ins ,  
who as  Kate gives a touching 
pe formance  as a w i fe who 
won't give up . 
The script by Larry Brothers 
is decent , but d irector Peter 
Yates does a good job captur­
ing the feeling of prison !if e on 
the screen . 
"An Innocent Man" is by no 
means one of the best prison 
films, but it should be seen. 
Aerosmith refuses to lay down 
Pump 
Aerosmith 
Geff en Records 
Reviewed by Roger Johnson 
Aerosmith has a challenge -
they must legitamize the come­
back that began with the drug­
free release of Pe r m -a n e n t 
Vacation nearly two years ago. 
To meet the challenge the 
pand has released Pu mp , a 
fired-up assualt on those who 
like to dismiss old rock bands. 
This is a band that refuses to lie 
down and die quietly. But along 
the new path they are slowly 
rebuilding a renewed respect­
ability. 
Unlike the subtle opening of 
Permanen t Vaca tion , Pu mps 
opener "Young Lust" kicks the 
seat out from under the listener 
when Joe Perry 's guitar slams 
into action. With Steven Tyler's 
EPISCOPAL 
CAM PUS 
MIN ISTRY 
CALL 
235-00 1 8  
For Rides or  I nfo . 
primal scream never sounding 
better the album evokes the 
rawness of the 70s Aerosmith . 
"F. I .N.E. " the second track 
packs a sustained wallop and a 
funk beat that's guarenteed to 
tap the toes .  The title is an 
accronym for four very deeply 
disturbed mental states,  too 
graphic to mention here . 
Number three , "Love in an 
Elevator, " throws a banana peel 
in front of the band as they slip 
into the last albums "Rag Doll" 
with typically predictable results . 
Of all the material on the 
album , only the song "Janie 's  
Got a Gun" is any kind of a 
strech for the band. The apper­
ance of a string section along 
wi th  the we l l  mixed vocal  
stylings of  Tyler .  "the crooner" 
make for a compelling quality · 
of sound in an otherWise jagged 
exercise . 
Throughout the album the 
songs are connected by vari­
ous  " sc ene s "  and  mus ica l  
vignettes . Some are appro­
priate (i .e .  "Going Down" and 
t he  twang in ' " Du l c imer  
S tomp " )  wh i l e  o thers  a re  
merely filler. 
This is not the album that will 
capsulize their career but it is a 
worthy follow-up to what looks 
to be a legitamite comeback. 
0 GRISSOM ORCHARD 
( 18  miles south of Charleston 
on Rte . 130) 
Homegrown Apples 
Homemade Cider 
HOURS: 9-5 Daily 
- -
• FR.DAY, NOVEM.B.ER 1 .0, 1 .989 
S P B C I A L 
FUTONS $89 . 00 AND UP 
FUTONS SOFABEDS $259 AND UP 
7 COLORS AND 2 FUTON WIDTHS 
On Charleston's Square 
Mon.  - Sat .  1 0-5 
(21 7) 345-91 39 
a I a n ' s 
<:/11art y 's 
Welcome EIU Parents 
FRIDAY LUNCH SPECIAL 
Deluxe Fish Sandwich 
w/chips and pickle 
Only $ 2.25 
Peel and Eat Shrimp 
only 25 ¢ 
Solu tion : s'r!��Wm�re 
Sale 
• Turtlenecks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $ 6 .  60,_ 
• All Twill Pants . . . . . . . . . . . .  $14 .. 90, 
• Crested Tee's . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 10 .90 
• Jewelry . . . . . .  Buy 2/Get 1 Free ! 
Jerry's Pizza & Pub 
� 
& 
345-2844 
WHY 
P LAY 
GAMES? · . ' I I t ! , - 1 ' _  ' · � I ' 1 .. J t j · 1 , Call Jerry1s for a Great Hot Pizza 
Delivered to Your House or Room Iii 30 
Minutes or Less! 
TRY OUR lWO FOR 1 
2 Large Single Ingredient 
Pizzas $ 12 .95 
Large Single 
I ng redient Pizza and 
Quart of Coke 
$6.95 
Delivered 345-2844 
Large Two 
I n g red ient  P izza and 
Quart of Coke 
$8.25 
Del ivered 345-2844 
Smal l Sing le 
I ng redient Pizza and 
Quart of Coke 
$5.25 
Del ivered 345-2844 
Smal l  Two 
I ng red ient  P izza and 
Quart of Coke 
$6.20 
Del ivered 345-2844 
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Clodfelder's Goodyear 
4 wheel 
al ignmen t 
49 _ 00 
+ shims 
422 Madison 
Brake 
Special 
49 . 95 per axle 
most cars -
metallic pads extra 
2 wheel 
a l ign men t 
2 9 _ 00 
+ shims 
345-2 1 30 
BASEBALL CARDS & MORE 
ji] 
West Side of Square 
Uptown Charleston 
21 7-348-1 522 
See us at the 
BASEBALL CARD 
-SttOW­
we Will Be 
BUYING • TRADING • SELLING 
Lantz Gym IO am • 4 pm 
Congratulations Jerome Walton � 
Greg Olson • Rookies of the Year 
� 989 � .EIU FOOTBALL 
ROSTER { I 
NAME 
Eric Arnold 
Willie Ashford 
David Bair 
Del Baker 
Mike Bloomfield 
Lee Borkowski 
George Boykin 
Jeff Brewster 
POS. 
QB 
WR 
RB 
WR/DB 
DE 
QB 
LB 
OL 
Cam Brousseau DE 
Richard Brown TE 
Jason Caldwell PIK 
Brian Callahan OT 
Edson Castillo RB 
Joe Champagne WR/DB 
Jason Cook WR 
Juan Cox CB 
Warren Cushingberry LB 
Dan Dee DE 
Eric Dircks DB 
Donnie Dittmar 
J. R. Ekter 
Martin Ellens 
Lee Erlilloff 
Lee Evans 
Tony Farrel l  
Brad Fichte! 
Brent Fischer 
Chad Gardner 
Tim Gleason 
Mark Goldasich 
Mark Grady 
Cecil Hawkins 
Rod Heard 
Greg Heggs 
Kip Hennelly 
Terrence Hickman 
Todd Hintze 
Daryl Holcombe 
Dan Jackson 
Jamie Jones 
John Jurkovic 
Jim Kenyon 
Tom Kohler 
R ick Labiak 
WR 
RB 
R B  
OT 
DB 
OB/DB 
OL 
OT 
OG 
OT 
WR 
TE 
WR 
DB 
WR 
QB 
WR 
LB 
s 
D E  
RB 
OT 
OT 
OT 
RB 
DB 
YR. NAME POS. 
Jr. Kent Mcintyre OT 
Jr. John Metzger WR 
Fr. Scott Michaels WR 
Fr. Stan Mi lan OT 
So. Jeff Mi les RB 
So. Jeff Mills LB 
Sr. Brock Montgomery RB/DB 
Fr. Tim Moore TE 
Jr. James Morreale K 
Fr. Brian Morrisey WR 
Fr. Pat Munda OG 
So. John Noll LB 
Fr. Eric Ocrant LB 
Fr. Jeff Oetting DE 
So. Sean Orr OT 
Jr. Warren Pearson RB 
Fr. B. C.  Perry DB 
Fr. Mike Petrie WR 
Fr. James Pilson RB 
Fr. Brian Pindar 
So. Dan Purcell 
Fr. Joe Remke 
So. A. L. Reynolds 
Fr. Fred Robinson 
K 
OT 
D E  
C B  
D E  
YR. 
So. 
Jr. 
Fr. 
Jr. 
So. 
Sr. 
Fr. 
So. 
Fr. 
Fr. 
Sr. 
Jr. 
Fr. 
Jr. 
Jr. 
So. 
Fr. 
Fr. 
So. 
So. 
Fr. 
So. 
Sr. 
Fr. 
So. Mike Rummel l , WR/DB Fr. 
Fr. Mike Sahm 
Sr. J im Sarver 
Fr. Steve Saunders 
So. Jeff Scariano 
Fr. Tod Schwager 
Jr. Pat Seda 
Fr. John Sengstock 
Jr. · Mark Sheedy 
Sr. Mike Smith 
Fr. Mirko Srdanovich 
Fr. Quinn Steiner 
Fr. Dimitri Stewart 
Sr. Ralph Stewart 
Fr. Lewis Striggles 
So. Shannon Sutton 
Sr. David Swingler 
So. Eric Thorsen 
So. Trevor Terry 
Jr. Mike Turek 
J r. Dan Wegrzyn 
QB So. 
OT Sr. 
OG So. 
DB Fr. 
OG Jr. 
DB Fr. 
FB Jr. 
WR So. 
DB Fr. 
OT So. 
QB So. 
LB Jr. 
WR Jr. 
RB/DB Fr. 
WR Fr. 
S Sr. 
OT Sr. 
DB Fr. 
K Sr. 
LB So. Tim Lance 
Demetrius Lane : • .  
Derrick"lane . • , • 
DE • .  , 
LB 
• FJ. . , • Tom Whitaker • RB • . . . .  So. 
Fr. Ron Winston D E  Sr, · . 
� .-' . 
Thinking of ways to tell 
Mom and Dad 
how well you're doing? 
Butter 'em up with flowers! 
Noble Flower Shop 
* Corsages � 
boutonnieres 
as low as $ 1 . 75 
* Fun flowers for 
mom only $4.99 
345-7007 503 Jefferson 
. .  
BUNCH 
of reasons why 
you should read 
The Dally 
Eastern News 
EVERYDAY! 
;dlllllllllllllllllllllllll� 
5 LETTUCE 5 
• • 
• • : put some : 
• • : excitement in : • • 
• • : your life : • • 
i EVERYDAY! i 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • - -- -- . - -- . - . 
i .  Pick Up i - -
: The Daily : - -
: Eastern News : 
i TODAY! i - . 00• �;;;;; ;;; ;;; ;;; ;;; ;;; ;;; ;;; ;;; ;;; ;;; ;;; ;;; ;;; ;;; ;;; ;;; ;;; ;;; ;;;��. � 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 " 
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40 1  Lincoln 345-1 200 
Univ. Village 
Champion Russell 
QUALITY ATHLETIC SPORTSWEAR 
IN A UNIQUE SHOPPING ENVIRONMENT 
STOP IN AND CHECK OUT 
OUR GAME DAY SPECIAL 
r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,  
LONGJOHN 
StLVEl{S. 
3 pc . C h i c ken & 
Fr ies 
-
$2.79 
(regularly $3. 74) 
coupon necessary for purchase 
1 02 E .  Li nco ln  
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - �  
1 989 SOUTHWEST MISSOURI  
ROSTER 
NAME POS. 
DeAndre Smith QB 
Phi l l ip Coll ins HB 
Kurt McKay HB 
Karl Anthony CB 
Marc Rohr QB 
Mike Butler FS 
Scot Coker CB 
Bret Aggus SS 
Doug Adams WR 
Marcus Shipp FS 
Doug Gi l l iam LB 
Derrick Wil l iams CB 
Adrion Smith QB 
Craig Phi l l ips SS 
Bi l l  Baird CB 
David Jackson CB 
Reggie Young CB 
Chris Potthast K 
Paul Carney QB 
Hale Hitchcock FB 
Shawn Cooper HBB 
Joe Goddard SS 
Danny Merciez WR 
Jerry Ross HB 
Bobby Eden HB 
John Serafin K 
Tony Gilbert HB 
Lahi Vaka FS 
Mark Walker LB 
Wil l ie jenkins CB 
Earl Fowler LB 
Rodney McConico FB 
Damon Frost HB 
Sean Hutchinson HB 
Sean Richardson LB 
Kevin Brauer P 
Lorenzo Rizzi FB 
Rod Brownell FB 
Brent Glover HB 
Bi l l  Walter OT 
Keith Gatlin  LB 
Mark Scott LB 
Derek Cooper FB 
Terry Jackson LB 
Tony Tabor FB 
Mark Gehrt LB 
John. Liston LB 
Jonah White FB 
James Robinson LB 
John Wilcox OT 
YR. NAME POS. 
Jr. Greg Bolda OC 
Sr. Wayne Powers OG 
Fr. James Mi l ls LB 
Sr. Michael Fox DE 
So. Michael Bates OT 
Fr. Brian Eddy OT 
So. Jeff Stout OG 
Sr. Derrick Crouch OT 
Jr. Donald Jenkins OT 
So. Dave Dow OT 
Sr. Jeff Carrol l  LB 
Jr. Sean Johnson OC 
Fr. Kim Howard DE 
Sr. M ike Oetting OG 
So. R ussell Keaton LB 
Jr. Tim McDuffey OC 
f:;r. Derrick jackson OT 
Sr. Rich Naes OT 
So. Clay Hanna DE 
J r. Tom Gose OG 
So. Jeff Lovelady OT 
Jr. John Douglass OT 
So. Chris Reed OG 
Fr. Chris Kapilovic OT 
Sr. Randy Mi l ler OT 
Sr. Jason Stasney LB 
Sr. James Turnage LB 
J r. Mark Christensen OG 
So. Matt Irvin OG 
Sr. Randy Rapert WR 
So. Brett VonWil ler P 
Jr. Ken Kelly WR 
Fr. Cleveland Antoine QB 
Jr. Terrel l  Lewis QB 
So. Scott Acree WR 
So. Travis Ezard WR 
Jr. Chris Holmes WR 
J r. Paris Saunders WR 
Fr. Joe Oswald WR 
So. Andrew M urray OT 
J r. Boyd Butler CB 
Fr. Lane Powel l  WR 
So. Stacy Fairbank FS 
Fr. Bobby Godwin DE 
Jr. Steve Lininger K 
Sr. Tony Foster CB 
Sr. Quintin Evans DE 
Fr. Loy Wilson OT 
Fr. Jeff Kleitz OT 
Jr . 
GOOD LUCK 
PANTHERS! 
- THE nfl OFFICE �� STORE 
COMPANY 
802 L i nco l n  348-56 1 4  
1 /2 block east of Old Mai n  
YR. 
Sr. 
So. 
So. 
Jr. 
So. 
Sr. 
So. 
Fr. 
Fr. 
Fr. 
So. 
Jr. 
So. 
Fr. 
Fr. 
So. 
Sr. 
Jr. 
Jr. 
Jr. 
Sr. 
Sr. 
Jr. 
Jr. 
Jr. 
So. 
Jr. 
Sr. 
Fr. 
Jr. 
So. 
Jr. 
Fr. 
Fr. 
Fr. 
So. 
Fr. 
So. 
So. 
Fr. 
Fr. 
Sr. 
So. 
Fr. 
Fr. 
Fr. 
So. 
Jr. 
Sr. 
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SPRING 
BREAK 
eservations 
Now Being 
Accepted 
call Sun Chase 
Rep. 
HARLESTON 
TRAVEL 
345-773 1 
$89 * 
PADRE $89* 
EAM BOAT $1 01 * 
UDERDALE $1 32 
ILTON H EAD $1 27* 
ORPUS CHRISTI 
$99 
*Depending on 
Dates & Length 
of Stay 
ook with you r  local 
travel Pros for 
service 
Out of town? Call 
1 -800· 728-241 3  
30 1 W. Lincol n 
FEATURING 
VIENNA PURE BEEF PRODUCTS 
CHICAGO DOG . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 .  79 
DOUBLE DOG . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 . 1 9  
SANDWICHES 
Aaayl Don't Just 
Sit Dere, Clip 
Out Da Menu 
& Call Joey! . 
ITALIAN BEEF . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 . 99 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
BARBECUE BEEF . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .3.05 I COMBO BEEF &:. SAUSAGE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3.39 
CHEESE DOG ' ' · I  , • 2 09 . . . IT�'.AL.I. A. ,. N SAUSAGE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 . 49 I • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •. • • • • • • • • • - l  -J • � .l .. CHILI DOG . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .  � . • . . . . .  2 . 1 5  ' ME/\.TBALL . . .  ,. .  ,. . . . .. .. . . . . . . . .  ; ;--. . . . . . . . . .  � ·•; ., .;' .... ". i. �"-· · · · · · :  . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .  2 .69 # CHEESE &:. CHILI DOG . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 . 1 9  POLISH SAUSAGE·: . . . . . . . .  ;: � . . . . . . . . .  : : : �:;·:·� : •: ,: : . . . .  ::; . . . . . . . .  �'. � . . . 2 . 1 91 ·' � '  "· 
-ALL DOGS INCLUDE FRIES 
TRIMMINGS INCLUDE MUSTARD, ONION, RELISH, PICKLE, SPORT 
PEPPER, & CELERY SALT 
' DRINKS 
SMALL .65 MEDIUM . 7 5  LAKGE .85 
COKE · . DIET COKE • SPRITE • MR PIBB • MELLOW YELLOW 
TUES-FRI . 1 1  - 9 P. M .  
SAT - SUN 1 2- 1 0  P. M .  
CLOSED MONDAY'S 345-2466 
HAMBURGER 1 /4 LB . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 . 05 I CHEESEBURGER 1 /4 LB . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2.25 
EXTRA CHEESE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 I 
SIDE ORDERS 
HOT TAMALES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  80 
CHILI TAMALES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 .  7 0 
FRIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  85 
CHEESE FRIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 . 25 
ONION RINGS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 .39 
BREADED MUSHROOMS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 . 60 
I 
I 
I 
MOZZARELLA STICKS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 . 05 I MINIMUM DELIVERY ORDER $4 00 CHILI . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  l . 5o 
. 
• 7 5 ¢  DELIVERY CHARGE . 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - � 
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Panthers put · 
on yearly show 
in Dvorak Hall 
BY JENNIE KOMINOSKI 
Staff writer 
The Panther Marching Band 
i s  p resent ing  the i r  annua l  
concert on Sunday at  2 p .m.  
The band has a concert every 
year  at the  conc lus ion  of  
Easte r n ' s  home footba l l  
schedule . 
Bathroom band arrives 
NASHVILLE, Tenn . (AP) -
Some groups start as garage 
bands , ba r  bands  or stud io  
bands ,  but  Grammy-winning 
Take 6 began as a bathroom 
band. 
The original group of six 
young students  began  
harmonizing i n  a bathroom at 
Oakwood College , a Seventh­
day Adve nt i s t  s choo l  i n  
Huntsville , Ala . ,  nine years ago . 
" You always have good  
acoustics i n  a bathroom, "  said 
Claude V. 
McKnight I l l , the group ' s  
leader, said , " It was a large 
bathroom and you have sounds 
reverberating off the wall . The 
sound is better as long as there 
isn ' t  anyone doing anything 
that might upset you . ' '  From 
those bathroom rehearsals and 
severa l  pe r sonne l  changes  
came a jazz-styled , a cappella 
gospel group that scored a hit 
with its f irst s ingle , " Spread 
Love . "  The single and self-titled 
debut album earned the group 
three  Grammy nominat ions  
and two Grammys for best soul 
gospel performance . 
Welcome 
Mom & Dad! 
Have we got a Great Dinner for you ! 
Shrimp Dinner 
only $ 3.95 
Also a variety of sandwiches, 
drinks and appetizers. 
Open at 3:00 p.m. on Saurday 
So avoid the lines, Come in and dine at. . .  
FRIENDS &. CO. The concert is being held at 
the  Dvorak Concert Ha l l . 
Admission is $ 1 for students 
and chi ldren , $ 2 for sen ior  
citizens and $3 for adults . 
The band will be playing a 
wide variety of music including 
jazz and pop tunes ; rock tunes 
by the  Beach  Boys ; pa rty  
medleys; show tunes from the 
"Wizard of O z " ; a c lass ica l  
feature , " 1 8 1 2  Overture ; "  
"Cancan" and the song "Music 
is the Doctor" by the Doobie 
Brothers . 
Star Course 
University of I l l inois Weekend Specials 
Tom Brawrier, d irector of 
bands, said he looks forward to 
this concert every year because 
d ifferent styles of music are 
played, and the band puts on a 
good show. 
He added this concert is the 
most popular concert of the 
year and is "a fitting climax to 
Parents Weekend. "  
HtJDb Hm� ... --...:� ,,,,.,,,. � 
RESTAURANT 
FAMILY DINING FEATURING : 
• STEAK • SEAFOOD 
• BROASTED CllJCKEJV • PASTA 
BREAKFAST • LUNCH • DINNER 
1 300 CHARLESTON RESERVATIONS . 
MATTOON, IL ACCEPTED 
234-860 I IZI -
SEATING CAPACITY - 400 
OPEN DAILY 
FALL" CLEARANC E 
, ,.'·'.": :  :'.SAV1NG1S . ,  : 
up to 50°10 off 
20°10 off al l  
den im jeans 
and sweaters 
Sat 1 0-6pm 
Sun 1 2-5pm ltl1e ,� 
�c- ttse 
( ( E R S  OF PuRE FAS HION West Park Plaza 
88 ON THE VERGE OF PARENTS . \V�E.�E�Q . 
free del ivery 
-XL 1 Toppi ng P i zza 
2 - 32oz . Cokes $759 
-2 - Med i u m  1 Topp ing  P izzas 
2- 32 oz . Cokes $1 0°0 
- 1  XL 1 Toppi ng ' P izza 
Lg . Salad , 2 - 32oz . 
Cokes $950 
345-3354 
THE 
D E L I 
D 
Osco wi l l  match any local advertised Liquor Price. 
Just bri ng us a copy of the ad and we' l l  do the rest. 
Th is offer good only at the Charleston Osco. 
Close-out Items Excl uded . Subject to i nventories on hand. 
We Reserve The Right to Li m it Quantit ies.  
M ichelob,  
M ichelob Lig ht, 
M ichelob Dry, 
M ic,helob· Dark 
6 pk. - 1 2  oz. 
Bottles 
Your  choice 
259 
M i l ler, 
M i l ler Lite, 
Genu i ne Draft 
1 2  - 1 2 oz. 
Cans 
You r  Choice 
Natu ral  
L ig ht 
1 2  - 1 2  oz . 
Cans 
299 
P.u rple,  Peach , 
T�opical , 
Passion 
4 pk. -
12 oz . 
Bottles 
, . , 
. .  
rystal Gayle 
• From page 1 B  
y years . " It ' s  not normal 
, and I'm lucky to have such 
thick hair that grows fast , "  
said . " I  usually get about 
Ive inches cut off every 
, and I like it about three 
hes off the  ground . If it 
any longer, it gets a little 
ard . "  
Besides singing , Gayle i s  a 
I - t ime mother  wi th  two 
ren and has opened her 
shop in Nashville called 
sta l ' s  For  F ine  G i fts  & 
lry. Gayle's interest in fine 
al, porcelain and jewelry is 
ajor part of the store . " It is 
ig gift shop . "  
Gayle has also taken part in 
y different charities . " I  am 
nstant ly he lp ing  in the  
munity for charity . "  Gayle 
been a big supporter of the 
erican Lung Associat ion 
since she has opened the 
t shop , she has also been 
lved with other charities in 
nessee . 
Gayle plans on making more 
ic that people like to listen 
. " I ' m  working on a new 
u m  with Allen Reynolds .and 
rything is working out well , "  
said . 
UNWANTED 
HAIK? 
Permanently 
removed with 
electrolysis 
ee consultation 
I 0°/o off initial 
treatment .. 
.J. 's on Hair 
235- 1 1 42 
call for appointment 
Park Place 
Fall Availability 
ask about our 
FREE AMENITIES 
•2 & 3 Bedroom Units 
•Fully Furnished 
•Central A/C 
•Dishwashers 
•Balconies 
•Laundry &. Parking 
call Anytime 
348- 1 479 or 
(2 1 7 ) 359-0203 
Accepting Spring Leases 
What's 
going 
on? 
Fi�d out every 
Friday in the 
Weekend 
Calendar 
in the_ Verge . 
Items to /JI! i11clt l lll!d 
i11 tbe Cale11dar sbnuld 
/Je su bmitted in 11 T1ti11[< lo 
7he Dai/) • (:'as1en1 .\eu ·s hl' 
l/011dt1) 'fo;. J>t 1 hlicatir1 1 1  FridCi)'· 
D PA RENT S 
and 
S T U D E N T S  
The Ol'YLY place to buy 
good used: 
· furniture 
°' • books 
· clothing 
Also, new jewelry, sunglasses 
and gift i�ems. 
T·REASURE. IS�AND 
West Route 3 1 6  
Mon.- Sat .  10- 5 348-1041  
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  5 GREAT TAKE.OUT i 
5 JUST $5. 95. i 
: Now at Monical's, get ,a Large (16") · �·= ; 
• Thin Crust Cheese & sausage Pizza , _: . . • . ·  
. . � 
• to go for just $5.95 plus tax. • : 
• • 
• • • 
. • · 
. . : 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
: Also available with 32 Ounces of Ice-Cold Pepsi = 
• in a Reusable Plastic Cup With Lid--89!t • 
• (while supplies last) • 
= · _ Expires November 1 9 ,  1 9 8 9  = 
• Present this coupon when picking up order. • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• Charleston • • 348-751 5 • • • 
• • 
• • 
• de1 0 • 
• • 
• . FREE DELIVERY after 5 p.m. • 
• • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
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It's "beary'' close to 
the holiday season . . .  
. Country accessories 
. Christmas items 
. Gifts for all occassions 
PARTY PACKAGE 
includes : 
• a  cake 
• ba l loons 
• forks, kn i ves, napkins, 
pldtes, cand /es & hats 
• a l l  i n  a Happy Bi rthday Bag 
• del ivered too!! 
call 
Aunt Martha's or Teddy Bear Den 
348-0242 345-51 53 
• 
. }r 
Our Standard Bifocal j1Jst $20 more 
• Ultra Viol�t Protection included FREE! 
'Single vision CR-39 plastic lens in our normal power range. 
FREE SOFT CONTACTS 
BUY ANY PAIR OF COLORED OR CLEAR 
CONTACTS WITH EXAM AND GET A PAIR 
OF OUR STANDARD CLEAR SOFf CONTACTS 
FREE! 
Call Today For An 
Appointment 
Dr. Robert Edwards, O.D.  
Dr. Steven Lane,  O.D.  
345-51 00 
904 E. L incoln • Charleston ,  I L  
235-1 1 00 
Cross Cou nty Mal l  
EXP I RES 1 1 /3 1 /89 
' 
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U-Store Warehouse 
INDIVIDUAL ROOMS 
"You Carry The Key" 
Charleston, Il l inois 61 920 
BEHIND REX 'N' DON'S WAREHOUSE 
South Route 1 30 PH: 345-3334 
NIGHT PH: 345-5850 
DON & MARY THOMASON - OWNERS 
, � '--... Treat 
Mom and Dad 
1/2 off 
Sundaes & Banana Split 
w/ student id �u��: POPCORN PLUS s�u� "It 's more than popcorn " 
Eating Out at 
China 88 
won't cost you 
a small fortune 
Parents Weekend 
Special: 
Pregnant ? 
Someone Cares 
r -su;, �s= - - - - - .A , I Guys & Gals -� I 
I C-J 'S SASSY SCISSORS I 
Orange Flavor Beef . . .  Just $ 7 .  95 now 
Complete with egg rol l ,  
choice of soup a n d  steamed 
• Free pregnacy tests 
• Counseling 
• Referral I Support services 
C ONFIDENTIAL 
345-5000 
You're not alone 
CD 
.c 
..... 
I Haircuts $ I 00 Off I 
I Haircut Styl£s only $ 1 5°0 I 
I I 
1 348-7 968 with coupon 820 Lincoln I 
._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  .... 
Varied 
Donahue Regis & Sally J. Varied Lost in Fantasy 
Kathie Raphael Space Island 
Golden Girl Price Is 
227 Right 
Home Getting Fit Land the Joan Rivers 
Workout Giants c: 
· o 1 1 :00 1 1 :30 Scrabble Young & Per. Stra. Body Mot. Chain React Geraldo 
CHARLESTON CABLE GUIDE 
1 2 :00 
1 2 :30 
WTWO (N BC) . . . . . . . . . . .  2 N ICK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 6  WE I U  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  29 1 :00 1 :30 WC IA( CBS) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3 MTV . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 8  WTBS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  30 
CNN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5 TNN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 9  C-SPAN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  32 2 :00 
2 :30 WAN D(ABC) . . . . . . . . . . . . .  7 TWC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  20 A&E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  33 
ESPN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  8 AMC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  22 
U SA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  9 WCCU (FOX) . . . . . .  24 PREMIUM 
3 :00 
3 :30 
WGN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 0  WTH I (CBS) . . . . . . . .  25 D I S N EY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4 4 :00 
4 :30 r 
� 
.......:�..-. -4j .WBAK (ABC) . . . . . .  26 SHOW . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  6 
WILL (PBS)-.0:::7.:�. ::-. 1 2  WICD (NBC) . . . . . . .  27 HBO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 7  5 :01) 
5 :30 LIFE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 3  DISC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  28 TMC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 1  
P. M. 
6:00 
6 :30 
7:00 
7:30 
8:00 
8 :30 
9 :00 
9 :30 
1 0 :00 
1 0 :30 
1 1 :00 
1 1 :30 
P. M. 
6:00 
6 :30 
7 :00 
7:30 
8:00 
8:30 
9 :00 
9 :30 
1 0 :00 
1 0 :30 
1 1  :00 
1 1 :30 
P. M. 
6:00 
6 :30' 
7 :00 
7:30 
3 : 00 
8:30 
9 :00 
9 : 30 
1 0 :00 
1 0 :30 
1 1  :00 
1 1  :30 
Hardball 
Mancuso, FBI 
News 
Tonight 
Late Night 
Hoosier Mi l l ion.  
227 
Amen 
Golden Girls 
Empty Nest 
Hunter 
News 
Sat .  N ile Live 
Disney 
Movie :  
Manhunt :  
Search for the 
N ight Stalker 
ews 
Com m .  Prog .  
WCIA-3 
PM Magazine 
Snoops 
Dal las 
Falcon Crest 
WAND-7, 1 7  ESPN-8 
ews 
Cosby Show 
Full House 
Family Matters 
Perfect Stranger 
Just Ten of Us 
20 /20 
History of 
College FB 
Great 
Events 
Truck 
Competitiori 
News News Motorweek 
M'A'S'H ( :35)Love Conec SportsCenter 
Current Affair ( :05)Nightline Muscle 
Entertain Tonight ( :35)After Hours Magazine 
M'A'S'H 
P�radise 
Tour of 
Duty 
Connie Chung 
News 
Magnum P. I .  
USA Today 
She Wrote 
Movie :  The. 
Return of Sam 
McCloud 
ews 
Mag n u m ,  P. I .  
WAND-7, 1 7  ESPN-8 
ass1e 
Superboy 
Mr. Belvedere 
Living Dol ls 
Christine 
Cromwel l  
Alabama at 
Louisiana 
·state 
Cont. 
News Footbal l Scores 
Byron Al len SportsCenter 
AWA Wrest l ing 
Am.  Gladiators Am. Gladiators 
Homeroom 
Movie :  
Smal l  Sacrifices,  
Part 1 
Cont.  
ews 
Lifestyles . . .  
Raiders at 
Chargers 
Cont. 
ports 
Program ming 
USA-9 
Murder, She 
Cont. 
Alfred Hitchock 
Ray Bradbury 
Hitchh iker  
Werewolf 
Miami Vice 
Movie:  The 
Annhi l iators 
USA-9 
1am1 ice 
Movie :  Dead 
of Night 
Cont. 
Ray Bradbury 
HitchH iker 
A.  H itchock 
Movie :  
Swinging 
Cheerleaders 
WWF 
Wrest l ing  
Equal izer 
Diamonds 
Gene rat. Restless News Bod.Shap Bumper Stu 
News News AM Varied Name Tun News 
DOOL 
AW 
SB 
Concentr. 
Little Hous 
People's 
NBC News 
WGN-1 0, 9 
Night Court 
Movie :  
Any Which 
Way You Can 
News 
Newhart 
Hill Street 
Blues 
Movie 
WGN-1 0, 9 
eers 
Fortune Hunt 
Movie: 
The 
Magnificent 
Seven 
News 
INN News 
Twi l ight Zone 
Movie :  
Exterminator 
Secret of My 
Success 
Cont . 
News 
Inst. Replay 
Movie 
WlJE! Out 
Varied IC Tac 
$25,000 
WILL-1 2, 12 Life-1 3 
agney, an 
News Hour Lacey 
Washington Wk. MOVIE :  
Wal l Street Wk .  Shattered 
Performances Spirit 
Being Served? 
Movie :  
State of 
the Union 
Cont. 
On Stage at 
Wolf Trap 
Movie: Butch 
Cassidy and the 
Sundance Kid 
Executive Stress 
Good Neighbors 
Brit ish Rock 
Masterp iece 
Theatre 
I ndelible Evidence 
'Al ie 'Al ie ! 
Blake's 7 
Sneak Preview 
Cont. 
Molly Dodd 
Molly Dodd 
penser: For 
Hire 
This Evening 
Dr. Ruth 
Presciption 
for Murder 
Cont. 
Heartbeat 
Molly Dodd 
Cont. 
Spencer 
For Hire 
Nightmares 
Physician's 
Journal  Up. 
Cardiology 
Int. Medicine 
OB/GYN Up. 
Fam. Prac. 
Orthopaedic 
Int .  Med. 
War of Worlds 
WCCU-24, 27 
eers 
Night court 
Cheers 
Star Trek 
Movie: 
Dumbo 
Cont. 
Honeymooners 
Pat Sajak 
Pat Sajak 
Cont. 
Cops 
Reporters 
Cont. 
Beyond Tomm. 
Star Trek: 
Esquire 
Comic Strip 
Live 
War of 
the Worlds 
Most Wanted 
Hidden Video 
Married . . .  
Open House 
Tracey Ulman 
G.  Shandl ing 
Star Trek :  
Next  Generation 
Gunsmoke 
Cont. 
rice. ( Nov. I O- l 2th) 
HOURS 
Lunch Mon-Sat I I am-3pm 
Dinner Mon-Sat 4- 1 O pm 
I 1 40 Lincoln Ave .  
348: 1 232 (across 1 2th St. ) 
Fl intstones 
Laverne/Shir l Varied 
Odd Couple 
I Love Lucy Varied 
Bev. 
Hi l lbi l l ies News 
Success Life 
Eastenders 
Wild Wilct Market W. 
en ezvous 
World Monitor 
Bi l l  Burrud's 
Animal Odysse 
American Album 
Women of World 
Looking East 
earch for 
Red Ape 
Beyond 2000 
Cont . 
Wings 
Terra X 
Sec. of Nature 
New Explores 
West 
700 Club 
Gumby 
Disney:4 Fab 
Characters 
Disney: Duck 
for Hire 
WEIU TVBowl 
USA Night 
News Scan 
EastEnders 
Sneak Previews 
The ugitive 
Nanny 
Lovejoy 
Poldark 
Sneak Previews 
Just for Laughs 
Hol lywood With­
out Make-up 
Sanford: 
Movie: 
The Horse 
So ldier 
( :20) NWA 
Wrestling 
( : 1 5)Nighl 
.
Tracks 
Movie: 
Sci Fi 
Movie: Rio 
Grande 
Cont. 
Return to 25 yrs. at the Imo Jima 
Tarawa Guthrie 
Rembering Man about House Nat'! 
Tarawa Robin's Nest Geographic 
Clash of George/Mi ldred Cousteau's 
Armor Keep in Family World 
Wings Dick Tracy 
Voice of 
America:  . Capt. Gal lant Amazon 
Coast to Coast Sherlock Holmes 
1 OB ON THE VERGE OF PARENTS WEEKEND FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 1 0, 1 989 
ies to play--f'oellinger 
of the country ' s  most 
kably sounding garage 
the Pixies ,  will play a 
concert at 8 p.m. Sunday 
Foellinger Auditorium at 
rsity of Illinois. 
Boston-based Pixies are 
r in support of the i r  
l a be l  debut  a lbum 
tie, which has remained 
top of the college music 
for several weeks . The 
s raw intenstity with its 
resent fuzz guitar sound, 
the Pixies to the state 
er Du previously he ld : 
American garage band 
er great 
cess , Abdul 
shocked 
ANGELES (AP) - When 
Abdul was a child , she 
ed of fol lowing in the 
eps of such singing and 
g legends as Gene Kelly , 
Astaire and Judy Garland . 
day , it l ooks as  i f  the  
utive 26-year-old vocalist 
choreographer could be 
n her way . 
Abdul ' s  debut a lbum , 
ver Yo u r  G i r l ,  has sold 
than 2 mi l l ion copies 
three N o .  1 s i ng l e s : 
ight _Up , "  "Forever Your 
' and "Cold Hearted . "  A 
h single , "The Way You 
Me, " is also burning up 
rts . 
o top it off , she recently 
three MlV awards for her 
ic and videos , and even 
recently won an Emmy 
her choreography of "The 
Ullman Show."  She is 
andably overwhelmed. 
feel redundant when I keep 'ng, Tm overwhelmed' or 
excited , '  but i t ' s  real ly 
ething you can't explain , "  
said. 
It's just an inner feeling that 
have . You smile and you 
h and you think, Tm a real 
girl . " '  Abdul has come a 
g way from h e r  days 
eerlead ing  for  the  Los 
eles Lakers ,  considering it 
an opportunitY she almost 
d. 
She h e a r d  a b o u t  t h e  
ition and went with her  
l f r ie nds , bu t  b e c a m e  
couraged w h e n  she  saw 
ndreds o f  Lake r  G i r l  
fuls milling about waiting 
their chance to perform.  
"I drove the girls that were 
'tioning with me so I had to 
· for them. And at the very 
second, after hours , I said , 
t the heck, I 'm just gonna 
ahead . '  " I  was a b i g  
tball fan, " she said . " I  was 
e Laker fan and we each 
d get two season seats . 
t more could you want? 
Lakers were really hot . "  
n after being selected as 
of the 12 cheerleaders in 
1, the choreographer left 
get married . She asked a 
young Abdul to take over 
job . 
· e everything she commits 
rse l f  to , Abdul  devoted 
e l f  t o  gett ing the Laker 
noticed . She incorporated 
itional cheerleading with 
dance s teps and savvy 
t moves . 
The P ix ies  comb ine  the  
haphazard lyrics o f  front man 
" Black Francis" with spastic , 
maniacal guitar work and large , 
thundering bass and drum. 
Dooli t t le is the third of the 
Pixies' adventures into their relm 
of v iolence , mutalat ion and 
gumballs . Their f irst release , 
Come on Pilgri m ,  was only 
intended to be a demo tape, but 
was p icked up in  1 98 7  by 
England's 4AD records and went 
to the top spot on the is le ' s  
independent charts. 
Their next attempt at recording, 
S u rfe r Rosa , produced by 
Chicago ' s  ex-Big Black 
wonderboy Steve Albini , was 
named "Album of the Year" by 
S o u nds and Me lody Ma k e r  
magazines . Doo l i t t l e f inal ly 
exposed the Pixies to the rest of 
the states with a little help from 
MTV on their bouncy " Here 
Comes Your Man."  
But that happy single is  pop 
rar i ty  o n  an a lbum that  
explores the limits o f  obscurity 
and confusion . 
The proceeds for the show 
wil l  go to the Josh Gotthei l  
Memorial Fund for Lymphoma 
Research . Gottheil had helped 
over the years to establish and 
develop the alternative-punk 
scene in Champaign. 
Gotthei l  died on April 4 ,  
1 9 8 9  f rom compl i ca t ions  
resulting from the treatment of 
Lymphoma , a fo rm o f  
Leukemia . 
IN SEARCH OF A JOB? 
Compact· Car Kates 
$31 00;1 00 miles Free 
$3aoo /200 miles Free 
$6900/450 miles Free 
Call Now 
347-72 1 2 
Located 
301  W. Lincoln 
6ate.. £ ,  J East�d [uouo . . -Wa� IPACKAO•Siflel 
"From A Keg To A Can • 
Sale prices good lhru Sunday. 
U1 UIM 
_ 999 
... ... 
6 pack 299 
NA'I 
SMIRNOFF 
VODKA 
1.75 Uer 11• 
STROH'S 
12 Pac• Cina 3s9 
... ... 499 
299 
LOWEN BRAU 279 
LIGHT 6 pack 
SPECIAL NA'S 
DARK SPECIAL 
CONVENIENT 
DRIVEUP 
WINDOWS 
IDAY, NOVEMBER 1 0, 1 989 
Save NOW ! on Balfour 
College Class Rings . 
$70 OFF 1 8K 
$50 OFF 1 4K 
$30 OFF 1 0K 
College memories can be yours for a 
l ifetime, with a Balfour College Class 
Ring . Savings on rings can be yours , 
too , if you hu rry! OFFER EXPIRE S :  
Nov. 1 1  
Save right now at: 
Place : Tokens- Univ. Village 
Date : Nov. 8- 1 1 
Time : 9 am-8 pm 
Deposit: $25 .00 
Balfour ® No one remembers in so many ways. 
The 
toughest 
course . . .  
ANA10MY � 
FRI/SAT N ITE 500, 7 1 5 ,  930 
SAT/SUN MATINEE 21 5 PM 
SUN TO THURS N ITE 500 AND 7 1 5  
. • • • . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . • . . .  ! Sorry , due to the film company's 
• reatrictiona ,  SuperSaver and Movie Goer : tickets are good ONLY FOR SHOWS BEFORE a 
• PM for thia nhn . No paaaes accepted . 
• • . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .  
FRI/SAT N ITE 500, 7 1 5, 930 
SAT/SUN MATINEE 2 1 5 
SUN TO THURS NrTE 500 AND 7 1 5  
' 
""� 
• " '. ·« -
LOOKWIJO} TALKl16 
FRI/SAT N ITE 445, 700, 9 1 5 
SAT/SUN MATINEE 200 PM 
SUN TO THURS N ITE 445 AND 700 
FRI/SAT N ITE 5 1 5, 730, 945 
SAT/SUN MATINEE 230 PM 
SUN TO THURS NITE 5 1 5  AND 730 
Meet the McDermott brothers . They had their 
plans, their dreams, and each other . . .  
1-�±? �� [!!} Hemda!e Releasing Corp. 
FRI/SAT N ITE 445,700,91 5 
SAT/SU N  MATINEE 200 PM S U N  TO TH U RS N I TE 445 AND 700 
ON THE VERGE Of PARENTS WEEKEND 1 1  B 
WE LCOM E 
PLEASE FIECVCl£ OUR ALUMINUM CANS 
1 28 ON THE VERGE OF PARENTS WEEKEND 
EI U 
PAR ENTS 
I 
BUOWEISER®•K� OF 8EERS®•Q1987 ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC.•ST. , 
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 10, t9  
